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STICHOMETEY.

Introduction.

The following investigations have been undertaken in the

hope of obtaining some critical conclusions with regard to the

extent of early documents, chiefly Biblical, from the apparently

insignificant, yet highly important data furnished by certain

numbers appended by ancient scribes to the books which they

copied. It is only lately that I have come to regard, with any

other feeling than complacent pity, the labors of those Masoretic

editors of the Hebrew Bible who so carefully inform us as to

the number of verses and the points of bisection of the separate

books ; the natural impulse of one's mind being towards the

conclusion that such work might perhaps be agreeable at some

period of involuntary incarceration accompanied by a most

plentiful lack of books. The Masoretes themselves, however,

seem to have been sensible of the importance as well as of the

arduous nature of the work of book-measuring, since they

preface their annotations with the word pTPl, which is gene-

rally understood to be an encouragement (fortis esto) either to

themselves or their readers. How much more strongly would

they have expressed themselves if their task had been, like

ours, the inverse problem of restoring the ancient books from

their accredited measurements ! Doubtless their sympathy

would have flowed (after the approved Rabbinic fashion, which

I remember to have noted somewhere) in votive oSerings of

midnight oil for the labors of the devoted calculator.

H. 1



2 STIGHOMETRY.

Nature of Stichometric data.

The first part of this enquiry is retrospective, and consists

in the accumulation and estimation of the principal results

arrived at by modern philologists, with regard to the form of

the early books and the manner of the ancient scribes ; and

these conclusions are presented as far as possible in an orderly

form. The stichometric data which we obtain from MSS, or

from early quotations of various writers, chiefly Greek and

Latin, are frequently nothing more than pure numbers, some-

times followed by the word (ttLxoi, or an abbreviation of the

same, and sometimes accompanied by additional information

as to the number of leaves {<f)vX\a) or of columns (creXiSe?)

which were transcribed. For example, the MS N—103 of

the National Library at Madrid informs us, at the close of the

5th book of Oppian's Halieutics, that the book contained

u - X -
^u tS <7Ti x°V> ^^^ similar annotations are found at the close

of each of the separate books ; i.e. the 5th book contains 14

leaves and 678 verses, results which Iriarte (Reg. Bibl. Ma-

tritensis, Cod. Gr. p. 408) could not harmonize with the MS
or the text. The inference is that the archetypal copy whose

numeration and pagination have been transmitted was com-

posed of 14 leaves, each of which contained 50 verses, with the

exception of the last, which had only 28 verses.

Their Antiquity.

That stichometric measurements are of great antiquity will

appear from the following considerations : M. Weil has recently

published fragments of Euripides from a papyrus' of the second

century before Christ, the first of which comprises 44 lines of

an unknowu play, and at the close the words XTU'xpt MA.
The importance of this document for our purpose is evident;

not only does it establish the antiquity of the custom of counting

and appending the number of lines of a poem or portion of a

poem, but the enumeration is made in the ordinary Greek

manner.

1 Un papyrus m(§dit de la biblioth6que de Firmin-Didot. Paris, 1879, p. 6.



STICHOMETRY. 3

Similar annotations are found on the margin of the Papyrus

Bankesianus of the Iliad.

The Herculanean rolls provide us with abundant instances

of the same usage ; here we find prose writings enumerated in

a manner similar to poems, and frequently the older form of

Greek numeration presents itself, as, for instance, n. 1027 (ed.

Oxon.) has the subscription

KAPNEI2KOT *IAI2TA B. API©. XXXHHAAAnill,

which implies that a certain portion of the writings of Karniskus

contains 3238 verses. What these verses represent in iwose

writings is a problem presently to be considered.

Other instances of the preservation of the more ancient

Greek numeration may be seen in the MSS of Herodotus, Cod.

Laurentianus LXX 3, and Cod. Angelicanus C 1, 6, and in

several important MSS of Demosthenes. [The only Biblical

MS in which I have found any traces of numeration of ariyoi

in the Archaic Greek manner is Cod. Monacensis 375 (= Acts 46)

in which we have as follows

:

Rom. P'HHHAA 1 Thess. HPAAAAIII

1 Cor. PHHHFAA 2 Thess. PHHIII

Gal. HHPAAAAIII 1 Tim. HHAAA
Eph. HHHAII 2 Tim. HPAAll

Philip. HHnill Tit. HHnil

Col. HHnill Philem. AAAH 1 1.]

Stichometry earlier than the Alexandrian Library.

It is suflSciently evident that the custom of measuring

literary works by o-Tt%ot is coeval with literature itself, and

instances may be given which establish the continuance of such

measurements, both for prose and verse, down to the twelfth

century, if not later. It is possible, however, that these more

modern subscriptions are to a great extent traditional measure-

ments from an earlier time. RitschP, in his important re-

searches on the subject of stichometry, came to the conclusion

1 Opuso. Philolog. I, p. 84.

1—2



4 STICHOMETRY.

that Callimachus, of the Alexandrian Library, was the inventor

of the stichometric method ; the chief authority for such a

statement is found in the following extracts from Athenaeus

:

Tou X.aipe(j)a)VTo<; koX (rv'yfpaiMiia ava'Ypd(f>ei Ka\Xiyu.a;;^o?

ev rS T&v iravTohairSiv irivaKi ypdcfxjov ovrayf AelTrva baoi,

erypayjrav' Xai,pe(f)Sv Kvprj^imvi' eW i^fji rrjv dpxv^ vTredi^Kev'

ETreiSij fjiot, •jroXKaKi'i iirecTTeiXa';' crTi^eai' roe'. Athen. VI,

p. 244 A.

Aveypa'yfre Be aiiTov (vo/mov Tivd a-vacriTiKov) KaWt/ia^of
iv TM TpiTW TTLvaKi Twv v6p,a>v, Kol ap'^r)v avTOv Trivhe wapeOeTO

'

Ooe o v6fJL0<; 'iao<; iiypd<j}i} koI op,oio<;' tTTi')((OV rpiaKoat'ov elKoai

rpiwv. Athen. XIII, p. 585 B.

It will be evident, however, that these quotations really

imply nothing more than a general statement that Callimachus

entered books under certain catalogues, in which were found,

with the name of the author and the title of the book, the first

line of its contents, and the number of lines. And M. Graux^

has pointed out that we have evidence anterior to Callimachus

of the existence of prose works measured by their author in

€7717, which is practically an interchangeable term with crriT^ot.

The reference is to Photius, Cod. 176, p. 120, where, discussing

the writings of Theopotnpus, we find ovk iXarrovcov fiev rj

SicTfivpicov iirmv T0U9 iTriSeiKTiKOv<; twv Xoiycov a-vyypa^lrajjieva),

TrXet'ou? Be rj le p,vpidBa<; iv ol? Tai; re twv 'Fi\Xi]V(ov Koi

^ap^dpwv TTpa^et? /xe^pt vvv dira'yyeXKop.iva'; ecm Xa^etv . . .

ravTa avrd'i Trepl avTOv Xeyav Kre. Here then we have the

personal statement of a writer, nearly a century previous to

Callimachus, as to the stichometric measurement of the extent

of his books. We shall frequently have occasion to refer to the

researches of Kitschl and Graux, which are the basis of all

modern investigations on stichometry.

Existence of a sensibly constant (tt/i^o?.

Assuming, then, the fact of such measurements, by means

of which the separate works of a writer are determined, added

together, and compared with works of other writers, we ask how

1 Eevue de Philologie, April, 1878, p. 97.
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such measurements and comparisons were possible, unless there

were somewhere an approximately constant element or standard

of reference.

We might, indeed, compare the works of Homer with the

tragedies of Sophocles, because the mention of the number of

lines in each case is, with the exception of the choruses, made
in terms of two constant units, the hexameter and the iambic

trimeter, and the mind is perfectly capable of reducing one of

them to the equivalent proportion of the other. But what

possible light is thrown upon the comparative lengths, for in-

stance, of a book of the Iliad, and the Antiquities of Josephus,

when we are told by that writer that his work contains 60,000

cTTtT^ot, and have no access to the MS in which he measured

them ?

It becomes interesting, therefore, to examine whether the

word arixo'i is ever deflected from its simple and indefinite

meaning of line or verse into any special meaning which may

identify it as a standard of length, suitable for times when the

uniformity of printed editions was unknown.

Normal meaning of a-Ti')(p'i.

As we have said, its normal meaning is simply row, line, or

verse. For example, the rows of stones in the breastplate of

the high priest are by the LXX called a-ri)(pi. 1,Tly^o<; Xidaiv

ecTTaf crdpSiov, roird^iov Kal afidpaySo^ o (Trb')(p^ o e?9 (Ex.

XXVIII l7), which the Vulgate renders by in primo versu erit

lapis sardius, etc. In a military sense the (TTixot is used of

either a rank or file of soldiers, but more properly belongs to

the latter. Thus we find in Montfaucon, Bibl. Coislin., cod.

347, some fragments of a little work De Tacticis, and here

crri'VO'i Kal Sexavta Kal X6-Xp<; to avro iaiLV ^ddo<; earl

(baXa/yyo^ to fiera to fieTcoirov a-irav Kal o a-rro Xo^^^ayov inl

ovpajov aTi')(p'i Kara ^d6o<; Xeyerai, and the definition of Xoxoi

contains the following interesting statement, showing that the

fondness for particular numerical arrangements was gratified

on every opportunity : evioi fiev ro o-vcrTrj/Ma ro i^ dvSpwv oktco,

ol he TO e^ dpBpdv SaBeKa, oi he ro e'/c Be/cae^ dvBpwv TrXrjdo'i o
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Koi riXeiov cjjaai Kal (rv/M/j.eTpov. We see that a preference is

shown in arranging the men for the numbers 8, 12, and 16.

Precisely similar statements are found in ^Elian, Tactic. IV,

from which we may take the following :

'O he Xo'x^o'; iarlv dpt,dfi6<; dvBpwv diro rivo^ '^yovfievov Kal

Twv fier avTov oTTiadev eiro/Mevwv fJ>e')^pi' tov reXevraiov' tov he

dptdfiov TOV Xo'X^ov ol /lev oktco dvSpdSv eiroirjaav, ol 8e SmSeKa,

ol he heKae^' ecnw he vvv eKxaiheKa dvhp&v 6 Xoxo'i' crvfifiirpa)^

rydp e'X^ei irpo^ re to iirJKO^ rrjt; (fydXayyof 6 Xo'^^oi; he o\o<i

KaXelrai o-rt'^^os, opofid^erac he Kal he/cavla, viro he rtvcov

evcofioria.

'Ztl'xp'; a measure of syllables rather tlian words.

We shall then not be surprised if we find that the scribes,

in arranging or in measuring their lines, show a preference for

particular numbers ; and any such plan of fixing the length of

the line must evidently be by the enumeration, either of the

letters, syllables, or words which the line contains. The last of

these suppositions may be rejected almost at once; the con-

tinuous writing of early times pays little regard to words,

which are broken up by the line-endings with the greatest

freedom. On the other hand, the very greatest respect is paid

to the division of syllables; it is true that this is somewhat

obscured by the fact that the ancient division of syllables is

different from the modern English method ; but if we observe

that the ancient syllable, in Greek manuscripts, ends with a

vowel or weak letter, we can easily trace in most of the early

MSS a complete system of syllable-section ; and this respect

paid to the syllable is a transcriptional phenomenon of great

importance*.

In fact, in many cases where we should speak of words, the

ancient writer uses syllables ; for instance, Galen''' de placit.

Hippocr. et Plat. VIII 1, iyw hel^co aoi hi oXiywv avXXa^wv,

where we should say " I will show you in a few words!' And
Hermas Vis. II 1, fiereypa'y^dfirjv wavra Trpo? ypdfifia' ov)(^

1 Of. Kiihner, Grammar I 273, and 315.

Westcott and Hort, Introd. to N. T. ^ Kuhn, V 655.
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rjvpiffKov yap ray cri/Wa/Sa?, where again we should say " I

copied the whole, letter for letter, for I could not separate the

words."

The same preference for syllabic measurements may be seen

in the following fragments of Longinus ' on the nature of metre

and verse : tov 8e irepl fierpav Xoyov ttoWoI TroWa^aJ;

rjp^avTo' ol fiev d-rro (jT0ij(eio3v, (B9 ^bK6^evo<;, ol he diro tov

fMerpmv opov, to? HXtoSwpo?, rifieK 8e H^aiaTifovi KaraKoXov-

dtjaofiev, diTo <rvWa^ri<; dp^dfievoi. And again, '^povo'; yap

<7vXX,a^r]v TTOiel, arvWa^rj Se TroSa, ttov? 8e crv^vyiav, av^vyia

Se aTi)(ov, crrt^j^o? 8e irolrffia, so that the basis of Hephaestion's

theory of verse, which Longinus approves, is the syllable. We
shall not, therefore, be surprised to find the same prominence

given to the syllable in prose measurements. When we refer

to Hephaestion himself {irepl Troii]/j,aTo<; ch. 1, p. 65, Westphal)

we find that a-Ti')(p>; ecrrl iroaov fieyedo<i fierpov, oirep ovre

eXuTTOv i(TTi rpimv (rv^vyiwv ovre p,el^ov reacrdpcov, or the

crri'xp^ is declared to lie between three and four av^vyiat,

which Longinus explains to be Si-rroBiai.

Thus the arixo<; of Hephaestion ranges between 6 and 8

feet; and although his definitions refer to poetry, we shall

probably be able to trace some similar manner of division for

prose lines.

Actual case of numbered syllables.

In order to establish this point, we return to the passage of

Galen previously alluded to, and transcribe it more at length

:

ovT(o<; yovv 6 d\7]dr]<; \6yo'i earl ^pa')(y';, a)<; iy(o Beirut aoi Bi

oKiycov (rvWa^wv Trepaivofievov ovra toiovtov. ' kv6a t&v

vevpcov 7) dp^T), ivravOa to rjyefiovoKov. rj B' dp)(i] twv vevpmv

ev 67/c60aXft)' ivTavda dpa to riyefiovi,ic6v^ et? fiev ovTO<i 6 Xoya

evvea Kal TpuaKovTa crvWa^aiv OTrep ecrTi. Bvotv koL r)p,iae(o<i

eirSv e^af^eTpwv. eTepo^ B' euTt irivTe twv •jravTwv i'rrdv'

' evda Ta Trddrj x^f '^v^V'^ iirKJiavea-Tepa Kivel Ta fiopua tov

a-d)fiaTO<!, evTavda to iradrjTi.Kov T179 y^vyfi'^ iaTiV aXKa firjv rj

KapBia (jyaiveTai fieydXrjv i^aXXayrjv '^^(ovaa tyj^ Kiv^crea><; iv

' Longinus, ed. Egger, p. 69.
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Ov/jLot'i KOI ^6^oi<;' ev Tavrri apa to TradrjriKov t^? '^^XV''

icTTiv.' el Se avvdeir)^ a>hl tovtov; tov<; Bvo Xoyov^ ov TrKeiov

Twv OKTQ) e^afierptov to aviyKeijjLevov e^ avrwv TrXTJOof e<TTai.

Tive<; ovv aiTioi rov Trivre /3t;8A,tot9 ypacjirjvai, irepl tovtcov a Bia

OKTO) cTTiywv i^pco'iKwv ivicTT'riij.ovi.Krjv aTToSet^tv ef)(ev ;

'S,r(xo'> identified with hexameter of 16 syllables.

According to Galen then, 39 syllables of prose writing are

equivalent to 2^ hexameters; 83 syllables represent 5 hexa-

meters; the two quotations together, 122 syllables, do not

amount to more than eight hexameters. From which it is

obvious that the prose hexameter of Galen is 16 syllables ; and

we observe further that this line-unit is dignified with the

alternative titles of 67ro9 e^df^erpov, eiro^, and a-Ti-xp'; ripmiKoii.

The peculiarity in the use of these words seems to consist in

the extension of the meaning of eTro? which is implied in the

use of an adjective, from its normal meaning of a heroic or

hexameter line to the more general application which includes

any written line whatever ; while, on the other hand, the term

a-TLxoi, which normally represents any written line whatever,

undergoes a contraction of meaning until we frequently find it

used synonymously with hexameter, even to the exclusion of

lines of other lengths. A curious instance of this may be seen

in a tenth-century MS, written on Mount Athos, and described

in Montfaucon, Bibl. Coislin., p. 597. Here we find aTlxo<i used

of hexameter verses, in distinction from iambics.

Trepl TToirjTCov.

oaoi hid (ttIx^^ '^^' Idfi^cov ecjjpaaav

"OfiTjpo'i cttLxpv;, 'A'jroWcovio's crTi)(pv<i, @e6KpiT0<; ofiouco^,

' ApaTO'i 6fioi,a)<;, NiKavBpo<; o/ioto)?, MivavBpo'; ld/j,^ov<; ktL

So far, then, everything tends to the assumption that the

a-Tixo'i is equivalent to the average hexameter, a conclusion

which will be abundantly verified by an actual reference to

texts and documents. It also seems that there is a preference

shown for measuring the average hexameter by syllables,

probably sixteen in number. The number of syllables in a
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hexameter is an instance of variation between fixed limits (cf.

the definition quoted from Hephaestion) ; but the number
sixteen invites especial attention, as being that suggested by the

first line of Homer, and also on account of its symmetrical or

square character, which, as we have already seen, gave it a

preference in the determination of the conventional number
of ranks in a phalanx of soldiers, and which was always an

important feature in the eyes of those who saw special Py-

thagorean virtues in numbers.

Alternative of a letter-line.

On the other hand we must enquire whether there is any

ground for asserting the existence of a letter-line in preference

to a syllable-line ; for it may be assumed, I think, with safety

that the art of transcription undergoes a double development

:

first, it changes from letter-by-letter writing to a writing syllable-

by-syllable, and from this, for greater ease in reading, to a

transcription word-by-word ; so that the lines for successive

periods of time would end, in the first case with the geometrical

limit of the line, in the second and third cases with the most

convenient syllable or word. And this change is evidently in

the direction from a very regular line, such as those found in

many early inscriptions, to one not quite so regular, such as

occurs in early vellum MSS, and so to the somewhat irregular

later writing. We should expect then to find some traces of

the measurement of the actual number of letters in a line. The

following are the only instances with which I am acquainted.

On the back of an astronomical work of Eudoxus', dating

from the second century before Christ, are twelve verses form-

ing the acrostic ETA030T TEXNH ; these are arranged so

that each of the letters is a day, each of the lines represents a

month, and the whole poem a year of 365 days : according to

the verse 6 fiev ari'XP'i f^ek ian, ypdfifj,a B' ^fiepa. [The

writer could not possibly have composed this jeu-d'esprit in

elementary astronomy unless he had known beforehand that it

' Wattenbach, Gr. Palaeographie, p. 7.
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was possible to write trimeters averaging 30 letters each'.]

Another instance is given by Birt^ from Pappus Alexandrinus

(II 17, 4 ; II 23) in which the verse

:

'A/3T€/it8o9 Kkelre /cpdro'; e^o^ov evvea Kovpai

is reckoned at 38 letters (eVet ovv ypdfi/Mard icmv Xtj' tov

(TTL')(0V).

Neither of these instances bears very exactly upon our

enquiry ; they show, however, traces of a method of measure-

ment which must have been common in early times, when the

letter, rather than the syllable, was the basis of metre and prose

alike. It is almost a self-evident principle that a MS written

on the basis of the letter will be reckoned by the number of its

letters, and a MS written with reference to the syllable will be

numbered by its syllables.

Actual Calculation of tlie Length of Lines for Various Authors.

We shall now confirm these results by the examination of

actual data supplied by MSS and authors, following closely the

results of M. Graux, with such changes as may be necessary in

the arrangement of the matter, and some additions and cor-

rections. Where the results deduced for the value of the

crTixo<> are given in letters, we have only to remember that the

average hexameter, taken by M. Graux from 50 lines of the

' Birt, Buchwesen, p. 161. [For Eudoxus is describing the Egyptian

convenience of reference, I transcribe year with its supplementary five days.]

the poem ; the reader wiU see that

E 'Ev rwtfie Sei^uj Trafftv eK^adelv ao^v

Y 'T/Mi* Tr6\ov atjpra^iv ifj. ^pax^"^ \6yui,

A Aoi/s TTJ<rd€ T^x^V^ €lS4vaL (xacprj ir^pi*

Oideh yap ccttlv evSeTjs yvjjfxjjs otoil

z. '^ivov (pavuTai rCiibe ib.v ^ivrf Ka\ws.

O '0 jU^y ittIxos fieis ian' ypafifia 5' i]/iipa'

Y 'Tfuv ApiSubu d' l(Tov Ix^i to ypaix/iara

T Tais ijfj.ipai(rLv as dyec ;ae7as 6 xP'^^'os

E 'Evtai^ffioj/ ^poTOiGL TeploSov t ^x^'

X X/361'os diOLKwv affripuv yvupicrfiaTa'

N NiKoi di ToiTuiv ovdh 'irepop, akX ad

H "Hxei TO, TavTa els to aiirb orav IXBrj xpi""!.
' Birt, p. 160.
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Iliad opened at random, is 37.7 letters ; and whore the result is

given in syllables, the average is 15.6 syllables, as deduced by

Diels^ from the first fifty lines of the Iliad. In every case we
must divide the estimated letters or syllables of a book by
the number of traditional lines. We begin with Herodotus

;

stichometric notes are found in Laurentianus LXX 3, and

Angelicanus CI, 6, to books IV, V, VIII, IX.

M. Graux gives as follows

:
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Diels gives 6070 syllables and deduces 15.5 syllables to the

line, which is sufficiently near, though his estimate is in reality

in excess by 30 syllables. Fuhr repeated M. Graux's calculation

and made 37.66 letters to the <rTt%09\ With the same datum

corrected to 395, as suggested by Fuhr, we have a line of 15.2

syllables.

For Demosthenes we have a valuable collection of data from

Graux and W. Christ ^ which may be exhibited in one table,

with the corresponding MS authority and the deduced value of

the arlxof- The notation of the MSS is based on that of

Vomel, and no account is taken of documents inserted in the

text. Obvious errors are corrected.
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re KaTairavaoa rrjv dp-^aioXoyiav, /3t/SXot? fiep e'lKoai irepiei-

Xrj/Mfievrjv, e^ Se fivpidat <TTi')((ov.

If we take the assertion of Josephus literally, remarks M.

Graux, we should find for the value of the crrt^o? the in-

admissible quantity 28 or 29 letters. The statement is then

explained to be a rough expansion of the assertion that each of

the 20 books of the Antiquities contained 2000 or 3000 arixot.

And Birt (Buchwesen, p. 204) suggests the alternative reading

e' for e^ by which the Josephus line will be 34.2 letters.

Obviously the lines are really iambic lines : and this is con-

firmed in several ways by other considerations which I have

adduced elsewhere'. It will also be more apparent as we

proceed with our subject.

The importance of the result is mainly this, that it es-

tablishes the habit of writing iambic lines, at least so far as

regards the first century and the locality of Syria, a conclusion

which may affect our views as to the character of the originals

of the New Testament.

Alternative of a longer line.

Diels' believes that he has also found traces of a line even

longer than the hexameter. He bases this belief on quotations

which Galen makes from Hippocrates. From these we have':

Syllables Letters
Hippocrates {ed. Kvhn). Srixoi. Syllables, to line, to line.

I. 348—360, 18 240 4360 18 40.8

I. 348—371,+ 616—625, 9 less than 600 11420 19 42.7

I. 624, 17—625, 9 about 10 212 21.2 49

Moreover in another place, Galen (V 716, Kiihn) reckons 86

syllables of Plato, Tim. p. 70 D, as 4 crTt;^;ot.

The difficulty of admitting these results is considerable ; for

we have already shown that Galen employs a sixteen-syllabled

line for measuring arixot, and it is difficult to see how he
should have varied his standard for another so nearly coincident

with it as 18 syllables would be. Moreover, Diels has shown,

1 Amer. Journ. Phil. 12, Suppl. s Galen, ed. Kiihn, XV 9, 10.

= Hermes, Bd. XTII, Heft 3.
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with high probability, by very appropriate quotations, that not

only did Galen use a line of 16 syllables as his unit, but that

the early copies of his works were written in an exemplar of

that very length. This he establishes by the following quo-

tations and measurements

:

Oribasius III 662, 3 (ed. Daremberg et Bussemaker) yiverat.

Be TTore ktI From Galen, Meth. Med. XIV (X 1009, 4 sqq.

Klihn), on which the SchoHast remarks (p. 689, 12) diro rov iS

T^S depa'TrevTiKrj'; to? vrpo crv <TTl')(ov'i (1. aT[')(aiv) rov reXoK?,

Ke<}). irepl epirrjTO'i. Three similar quotations are given from

the same source^ and finally we have

:
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Conspicuous instances are furnished by the celebrated Vatican

and Sinaitic codices of the Bible ; of which the lines represent

respectively a somewhat curtate half-hexameter and a similarly

divided iambic trimeter. This I have shown to be the case in

the two MSS in question by the actual examination of the text

for the accidental hexameter in James I 17 and for a quoted

iambic verse in 1 Cor. XV. 34<^. The supposition is confirmed

by Baehrens^, in some good remarks on the Ancient Book-Form

of Roman poets. And Baehrens points out that these sub-

divided lines may actually be seen in a papyrus roll represented

on a Pompeian painting, where four lines are found divided

into sixteen. This, however, may be nothing more than artistic

license. In Montfaucon, Bibl. Coislin., for example, the Gospel

of John is pictorially represented as being written by its author

in lines of about a syllable each ! The most likely place to find

these subdivided lines is in epistles, which seem to have been

written on shorter models.

Partial Stichometry.

A further development of the simple stichometric subscrip-

tion is found in those MSS which inform us, by means of

marginal notes from point to point, as to the number of o-Tt'%ot

contained in the preceding portion of the book. And exactly

similar statements are found in many early writers, who cite

books by the number of arl'x^ot precisely as we quote page and

line. To these annotations Schanz has given the name of

Partial Stichometry.

Precisely as in the case of total stichometry, we find that

these MS notes have no special connexion with the lines or

' American Journal of Philology, 12, ^ Neue Jahrbuoher fiir Philologie,

Suppl. p. 18. [Very nearly the same Elftes Heft, 1882, p. 785 : "aber dafflr

thing may be noted in the specimen gab es nur eine moglichkeit, nemlioh

given in the Paleographical Society's indemmandieseiten schmalermaehte;

Facsimiles from the Herculaneum und dies filhrte wiederum notwendig

fragments of Metrodorus, where we dazu dass man grossere verse (hexa-

have the Homeric line meter u.s.w.) auf zwei odermehr zeilen

H vertheilte."

EAIONTAKAMANTACE
AHNHNTEnAHOOYCAN]
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verses of the documents in which they occur ; they refer either

to older copies, or to fixed and uniform measurements, perhaps

to both.

For Isocrates.

For example, we have already discussed the total sticho-

metry of Isocrates, Busiris, in Codex Urbinas. The MS also

contains marginal references, which have been studied by
Fuhri. Thus we find fol. 22, 10 (§ 25), before tovtcov ahioi

the letter B; and before yeyovora^ fj roii'i the letter T; be-

tween these two Fuhr counts 3763 letters, which evidently

represent 100 (ttlxol. If this estimate be correct, we ought

also to find that the part of the book before B represents

200 verses, the letters on the margin being the conclusions

of the several hundreds of hexameters. When the book is

measured in sixteen-syllabled cm'^of, we have the mark B at

the 190th line and F at the 287th line ; if, however, the lines

are a little short so as to average 15.2 syllables, we have B at

the 200th line and T at the 301st line, which is very exact;

and the total book is now 395 verses, which supports Fuhr's

emendation. These marks are therefore relics of a stichometry

suitable for quotation ; as they are not in the archaic numera-

tion which is found at the close, but in the ordinary Greek

character, it is right to assume that they are later in date.

And we shall probably see reason to conclude that partial

stichometry is, in its historical development, always later than

total stichometry. In many cases the notation is a transitional

one, employing the letters of the alphabet for the successive

numbers, but not grounded upon the decimal system as in the

later numeration.

There are several other marks on the margin of this MS
which have never been explained. At Busiris 10 stands the

figure 9 against the words diroKoyiav -TroirjcracrBM. This

represents the 82d line (of the same length as the measured

verse), and if we allow a little blank space at the beginning

of the document for its title, it may very well be the close of

1 Bhein. Mns. 37 Bd, 3 Heft, 1882, p. 468.

2—2
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the sixth page of the exemplar copied, each page being 14

hexameters.

The mark •>(• also occurs, three times, once with the previous

mark, once at the 345th a-rixo'i, and once at the 368th. These

are probably the marks of the Ziopdanrj^ or MS corrector, and

may refer to simple pauses in the work of revision, or perhaps

to pages either of the MS copied or of that used in the process

of revision. In the actual case in question, the first pause was

at the sixth page of the MS copied ; while the proportion of

the numbers 345 and 368, which are 15 x 23 and 16 x 23,

shows that the other two marks may be the conclusions of the

15th and 16th pages respectively of the revising MS.

The Urbinas MS has also other annotations of various kinds,

the most prominent being the paragraph mark, a horizontal

stroke against the beginning of the line where the pause is to

be made. All these marks may be found quoted in Fuhr's

article already referred to.

For Plato.

Schanz^ has discussed a precisely similar question for the

Plato manuscripts. He remarks that the Bodleian Plato

(Clarkianus) has partial stichometry in the Cratylus and

Symposion, the letters running continuously to y^. Counting

the lines of Clarkianus between the successive marks, we have

68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75; 71 being the most frequent in-

terval. Now this gives us a o-ti'^o? of 35"56 letters for the

Cratylus, and 34-32 for the Symposion, which are sufficiently

in accord with M. Graux's results. Similar stichometric marks

are found in another MS of Plato, Venetus 185 (11 of Bekker,

D of Schanz). Here again they are confined to Cratylus and

Symposion. Between two following letters lie on the average 68

lines ; and the same sections are marked off by the letters as in

Clarkianus. An interesting application is made by Schanz to

determine the authenticity of a passage in Cratylus 437d,

where certain words are wanting in MSS B and T. We can at

once verify that these words were wanting in the exemplar

that supplied the stichometry.

1 Hermes, XVI 309, 1881.
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W. Christ has studied in a similar manner the partial sticho-

metry of Demosthenes^ (Codex Bavaricits), and applied the

results to the discussion of the integrity of various works of

Demosthenes. The data for this investigation will also be

found in the preface to Reiske's edition ; though Reiske himself

seems to have been ignorant of the meaning of the letters for

which he gave the references. It will be sufficiently evident

from this brief statement that the partial stichometric notes are

even more important than the concluding numerical results

for the purpose of the determination of the text as it stood in

the early exemplars from which the numbers must have been

derived.

FuHher instances.

The Papyrus Bankesianus has the verses marked by hundreds

on the margin. So, apparently, the Ambrosian Pentateuch";

and many intermediate data for the measurement of the Acts

and Epistles will be found in Zacagni's edition of Euthalius.

Some instances of quotation by the number of crrlxoi are found

in Diogenes Laert. VII 33, 187, 188, but they are mostly in

round numbers {Kara tou? SiaKoaiov; <ni')(pvt;, Kara tov<;

e^aKoaiov;, Kara rov^ )(^iXiov^ crTtp^ouij), and we cannot there-

fore affirm that in these cases the exemplars employed by

Diogenes were provided with intermediate measurements.

Wachsmuth' has discussed these references more at length

with the object of showing the precise nature of the quotations

made by Diogenes. He also points out that in the similar

quotations which Asconius makes from Cicero, there is no

reason to suppose the use of a measured exemplar, the citations

made being frequently very loose, such as circa medium, circa

tertium, and the verses being sometimes measured from the end

instead of the beginning of the cited work. We have, however,

sufficient actual MS evidence to make us certain that the

method of citation by o-Tt^^ot must have been a common one

;

indeed, it was the only method available with any approach to

accurate quotation.

1 Die Attiousausgabe des Demosthe- p. xii.

nes. Munchen, 1882. " Ehein. Mus. 34 N. F. p. 38, 1879.

" Ceriani, Mon. sacra et prof., Ill,
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Sense-linen.

As we have already suggested that the development of the

art of transcription proceeds from a foundation of letters to one

of syllables, and finally from syllables to words and sentences, it

becomes interesting to inquire whether there are instances of

word-lines or sentence-lines corresponding to the well-esta-

blished syllabic line.

If such exist, they will have made their appearance first in

those parts of literature where the distinct enunciation of a

sentence is most important, with the object of removing the

causes which hinder rhythm and vocal effect. That is, it is

evident that in works which are publicly recited, an effort will

be made to render more easy the task of reading orally a con-

tinuous text. This is the case with the works of the great

orators, as well as with the church lessons ; and we may expect

to find in such works a tendency in the direction of sense-lines

rather than space-lines. In the first instance this tendency

will only be manifested by the introduction of the paragraph

mark, as it is found in the Hyperides papyri, the MS of

Isocrates, and the early Bible texts. But this paragraph mark,

perhaps accompanied by a rude interpunction, is not found by

the rhetoricians to be a sufficiently obvious and emphatic

division of the text. Sense-lines are therefore introduced. The

change seems to be made in the first case with a reservation

that the text when broken up shall still represent the same

number of lines, or sensibly as many, as the archaic copies.

And the natural effect of such a change is that the crTixpi

undergoes a new deflection in the direction of sentence, the

sentence being not very different from a hexameter.

The evidence for these statements may be arranged as

follows: St Jerome, at the commencement of his preface to

Isaiah, informs his readers as to the nature of the book that he

is translating.

" Nemo cum Prophetas versibus viderit esse descriptos metro

eos aestimet apud Hebraeos ligari, et aliquid simile habere de

Psalmis vel operibus Salomonis : sed quod in Demosihene et

Tullio solet fieri, ut per cola scrihantur et commata, qui utique
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prosa et non versibus conscripserunt, nos quoque utilitati

legentium providentes, interpretationem novam novo scribendi

genere distinximus'."

St Jerome introduces for the convenience of readers a new

kind of transcription similar to that which was in vogue for

Cicero and Demosthenes ; this division of the text is by cola

and commata. From Suidas^ we find that when the <TTt%09

forms a complete clause it is known as a colon : kwKov ovv 6

d'7r7]pTtcrfiivr)v evvoiav e'X^cov (TTiyo^.

From Joann. Sicul. in Hermog. 1, 63 (Vol. VI, p. 127, Walz),

we find that writing by cola and commata is the invention of

rhetoricians in imitation of poetry : ware eireihrj Tron/ra? oi

prjTope'; /MfMOvvrai kwKov Xe<yovcTi, to aTTO ivvea avWa^wv ov

fiexpi Twv eTTTaKalBeKa' to Se ifKeov a')(pivoTeve'i wvofiaarat,

KOfifia Be aTTO fiid<i fji'sxpi' "^f^v okt(o. a^Ti')(pv'i Be Koivwi ovtol

KaXovcnv &7ravTe<; el fiovov dirapTi^oiev evvoiav. In this pas-

sage it is interesting to observe that the standard of measure-

ment is still the syllable, but, as we should expect, there is no

longer a fixed number of syllables to a line, but we have three

rough divisions : viz. if the clause be less than eight syllables it

is called ko/a/xo., if between eight and seventeen it is called

Kmkov, and if greater than this, axoivorevh or a long-drawn-

out sentence. Such a long line is actually termed a verse in a

quotation given by Vomel' from Aquila Romanus de Figuris c.

40 :
" Ponam . . . Demosthenicum versum ; Et non dixi quidem

haec . . . persuasi quidem." The passage (De Corona § 179)

contains 20 words. We may actually see in operation the

process of dividing the text of Demosthenes into KwXa.

In a passage of the rhetorician Castor*, of the fifth century,

we find the following

:

Stja-o/Mii Tov oXov ArjiMoa-OevtKov Xoyov rov iiri,ypa(f>evTa

IIpo? T^v eiricrToXrjv ^iXlirirov' tovtov yap a-rl^o/Mev, crvv Oew

^dvai, /card xaXov KaravTrjaavre'i ek rrjv -Koa-oTqra t&v KmKcov

Kara tov dpt,dfjibv rov eyKcifievov ev roh dpxaloK /3t/3Xtot?, tu?

ifierprjo-ev avrof 6 Arj/juocrOevq'i rov iBiov Xoyov.

1 Migne, Patrol. Lat. XXVIII, col. " Ehein. Mus. N. F. II 452.

771.
4 Walz, Eh. Gr. Ill 721,

^
S, V. KW\0V.
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Castor proposes, that is, to punctuate a passage of Demo-

sthenes so that the numeration of the broken-up text may agree

with the number of verses found in the old copies. Whether

he supposes Demosthenes himself to have divided the text in

this way, or whether he implies by the word i^jierprjaev a

regular and uniform measure, is not very apparent at first

sight ; but a little consideration will show that it is not

important to decide such a point, for it is sufficiently demon-

strated that the stichometry of the MSS of Demosthenes is

hexameter stichometry; and it must be the number of such

verses that Castor wishes to preserve. Dionysius Halic. De

Comp. Verb. XVIII gives explanations of the methods em-

ployed in breaking up the text of Demosthenes into cola and

periods. For instance, in De Corona the first period is to

consist of three cola, as follows :

'Ev hrj TcS trepi rod (xre^dvov Xoycp, rpia fiev eaTiv a ttjv

7rpQ>T7]v ireploSov avp^TrKrjpol Koika' ol 8e Koi ravra Karajie-

TpQVVTe<; oiSe elalv ol pvdjMov.

TipwTOV fjLev, M avhpe<; ^Adrjvalot, tois 6eol<; ev')(pp,ai Trdai,

Kal irdaaK . . .

ToO Be SevTepov kcoXov rovBe.

"OcTTjv eiivoiav e%<»z' 670) huaTekSi ry re rroXei icai, Traaiv

VflCV . . .

Tov Se rpirov kcoKov,

ToC rocravrriv virap^ai pjOt, irap vfia>v eh rovrovi rov

dycova.

It is evident that this custom of colon-writing introduces a

measure of confusion into the subject; the more so because

colon-writing is sometimes accompanied by colometry, of which

occasional traces may be found, as in Dionysius Hal.' who

makes the proem to Thucydides up to ov 'x^akerrm'i drravi-

aravro to be 30 cola, and the beginning of the Aristocratea to

be 9 cola. Misled by this peculiar dissection of the text at the

hands of the rhetoricians, F. Blass^ maintained strongly that

the ancient artpj^o? was not a space-line but a sense-line. And

1 Dion. Hal. de Comp. pp. 169, 199. Ehein. Mus. N. F. XXIV, 1869, p.

2 Zur Frage iiber die Stichometrie. 524.
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with remarkable skill, which M. Graux honoured with the term

iiahileti de main, he proceeded to divide various passages,

principally in Demosthenes, into a number of cola, sufficiently

nearly in accord with the traditional number of verses.

Besides this, he reasoned that if the crTt;i^09 were a fixed

quantity there ought to be a sensibly uniform ratio between

the number of verses and the number of lines occupied in the

printed text. This he maintained not to be the case.

In this, however, he seems to have failed almost completely,

if we allow for the small margin of variation necessary in the

measurement of the lines, and the small variations in the sizes

of the Teubner pages to which he referred. A single instance

will suffice. Taking the data for Herodotus, Blass gives

:
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Herodes Atticus' is said to have had a clepsydra made

which was the time-equivalent of 100 hexameters, eru/i/^e/te-

Tprjfievrjv e? eKarov eirri, by means of which his enunciation was

regulated.

Scrivener's pay and price of books.

We now turn to the question of the employment of sticho-

metric measurements in determining the pay of scribes and

regulating the price of books. For investigations on this point

the best researches are those of Graux and Birt.

It is established by means of the celebrated edict of Diocle-

tian (a.d. 301), which was a tariff of maximum prices for the

Roman empire, that the pay of scribes was by the hundred

lines ; and M. Graux very justly remarked that this assumed

the fixity of the line, and would be altogether illusory upon

any other hypothesis. I have discussed elsewhere the state-

ments of this edict and their stichometric valued It is only

necessary, therefore, to give a brief recapitulation of the points

thereby established. The edict from which the data are sup-

plied is found in greater or less completeness in many localities,

but the most important form is presented in an inscription

from Stratonice ; the figures being edited in the Corpus In-

scriptionum from another inscription found in Phrygia. We
have then

:

Membranario in [qua]t[r]endone pedali pergamena. [XL denarii]

Scriptori in scriptura optima versus No. centum. [XXV]
Se[quentis] scripturae versuum No. centum. [XX]

Tabellanioni in scriptura libelli vel tabular[um] in

versibus No. centum. [X]

It is clear from the inscription that there are at least two

principal types of writing, if not a third ; and in every case the

measurement is by verses, no distinction being made or ima-

gined between prose and poetry.

It is inconceivable that the difference in price should be due

to a difference in the quality of the writing (as Birt suggests),

1 Pbilostratus Sophist. II. 10, p. ^ American Journal of Philology,

185, quoted by Waohsmuth, Ehein. 12, Suppl. p. 22 sqq.

Mus. 34, 1879, p. 481.
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for it would be somewhat difficult to graduate such uncertain

things as the hands of scribes, to say nothing of dividing them

exactly into good and bad ; it must, therefore, be of different

lengths of line that the edict speaks, optimus and sequens being

the common terms all through the edict for first size and

second size.

If the prices are correctly edited in the Corpus, the ratio

5 : 4 ( = 35 : 28) is very nearly that of the normal hexameter

to the normal iambic line, which confirms our previous

speculations as to the existence of the iambic lines. The

difficulty in all such cases is to reduce the brass denarius of

Diocletian's time into an equivalent of modern money. If we
may take the values given by Birt^ from Hultsch^, the payment

is sufficiently small; 100 denarii being worth no more than

2'4 marks. The denarius is then '6 cent ; the scribe's pay

being 15 cents for a hundred hexameters and 12 cents for a

hundred iambics. On this basis I have calculated the cost of

production of the complete volume of which the Codex Sinai-

ticus forms a part ; the result being approximately 180 dollars,

the cost of the vellum being included.

It is not uncommon to find in early codices notes of the

prices for which they were sold ; Montfaucon (Bibl. Coislin.

p. 57) observes that the price on the first leaf of a Psalter is

lypocra 8' = grosa sive drachmae quatuor ; and at p. 83 he notes

that codex 29 was bought for 24 aspra, the book itself being a

commentary by Chrysostom on S. Paul's Epistles.

A cursive MS of the Gospels (No. 444) sold in A.D. 1537 for

500 aspra; upon which Scrivener^ notes that "the asper or

asprum was a mediaeval Greek silver coin (derived from dcnrpo'i

= albus) ; we may infer its value from a passage cited by

Ducange from Vincentius Bellovacus XXX 75, ' quindecim

drachmae seu asperos.' " Since the four Gospels are not more

than twice as long again as the Psalms, it is difficult to see why

the Psalter should sell for 4 drachmae and the Gospels for

500. And it is possible that Montfaucon's price is incorrect.

1 Birt, p. 209. ^ Scrivener, Introduction to N. T.,

3 Hultach, Neue Jahrbuoher fUr p. 208.

Philologie, 1880, Heft 1.
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M. Graux^ gives us the further important information with

regard to the pay of scribes, that the custom of regulating, if

not the tariff, at least the measure of lines written, continued

right into the Middle Ages, especially at Bologna and other

university towns in Italy. He quotes Savigny^ "Geschichte des

Romischen Rechts im Mittelalter," to establish this point.

The unit of measure is the pecia, which consists of 16

columns, each containing 62 lines, and the number of letters in

each line being 32. "Secundum taxationem studii bononiensis

firmamus quod petia constituetur ex sedecim columnis quarum

quaelibet contineat sexaginta duas lineas et quaelibet linea

litteras XXXII." The numbers here are peculiar, and it is

extremely difficult to believe that as many as 62 lines were

normally written on the page. It is interesting, however, to

observe the survival of ancieat custom in the columnar writing,

and the measurement of lines by letters. The statute is,

therefore, in all probability the relic and modification of

previous laws.

Whether the line of 32 letters has any reference to the

Italian poetry, as Birt suggests, is extremely doubtful. It is

more likely to have been suggested as a multiple of the favourite

number 16. We have no reason to suppose that such a statute

as that mentioned required that MSS should actually be copied

in columns or liues of the pattern indicated; all that was

necessary was the adoption of this unit as the standard, and

the record by the scribe of the number of peciae. M. Graux

remarks that these notes of the scribe as to the progress of his

work, " finis pecie I," are sometimes found in the body of the

pages or the text.

Upon the whole, I am inclined to believe that the text of

the statute is incorrect in reading sixty-two lines, a most im-

probable number. If we read 72 for 62, the pecia is almost

exactly ] 000 hexameters of 36 letters each ; strictly speaking

it is 1024. And this is aa extremely likely unit of work to

have been handed down by tradition from the early scribes.

An interesting survival of this early manner of determining

> Eevne de Philologie, p. 139. ^ T. III. o. xxv, § 579.
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the pay of a scribe is found in the modern custom among
Indian copyists. Here the basis is the 9loka, an iambic metre
of 32 syllables, which is applied as a unit of measurement to

writings of all kinds'.

We shall now turn our attention to the bearing which these

results have upon the restoration of the early book-form, and in

particular upon the texts of the New Testament. Thus far we
have avoided almost entirely any reference to the stichometric

data supplied by Biblical MSS, because they constitute so im-

portant a factor in textual criticism that they deserve a separate

discussion, and one more complete than has hitherto been

accorded them. For the same reason we have reserved any

allusions to Euthalius and his edition of the New Testament.

Extension of previous results to Bible-texts.

It might almost be assumed that the previous investiga-

tions as to the nature and interpretation of stichometric data,

comprehending as they do writers of so many different centuries,

and books of such different character, might be expected to

apply without further examination to the texts of the Old and

New Testaments. But as the subject reaches here its greatest

importance, and has been attended by a good deal of confusion

in consequence of the facility with which many of the books of

the Bible are divisible into sense-lines, it becomes necessary to

establish over again the fixity of the a-rixo'i, and other points

connected with the development of the art of transcription.

This we shall easily be able to do, for the examination of the

texts after the manner previously explained will show that in

almost every instance the verse of the ancient scribes is a

hexameter, and is measured by a standard number of letters or

syllables.

Nature of stichometric data for Old and New Testaments.

The MSS of the Old and New Testaments, but especially

of the latter, provide us with a rich collection of stichometric

references, both total and partial, which enable us to measure

' Note by Dr Bloomfield in Amer. remark by Gardthausen from Noldeke,

Journ. Phil. 12, Suppl. p. 22, and in Grieoh. Palaeogr. p. 132,
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the text with very great accuracy from point to point, and are

a very valuable addition to any critical apparatus which is

aimed at the restoration of the text of the early centuries.

The total subscriptions stand not only at the end of the separate

books, but sometimes at the close of a group of books, as the

Catholic Epistles; the marginal subscriptions supply us with

the successive fiftieth verses, and also with the number of verses

proper to any particular lection in a book that has been divided

for church or private use.

The stichometric notes do not^ appear in the archaic nume-

ration which we noted in Herodotus and Demosthenes, nor does

marginal stichometry present itself in the transitional form

which uses the successive letters of the alphabet, but pays no

regard to the decimal system, as we have seen it in some Plato

and Demosthenes MSS ; there is, however, no doubt that these

marks are of great antiquity, and in some cases we shall be

able to fix an inferior limit to the date of their publication.

Variations of stichometric attestation.

There are several hindrances that encounter us at this

point of our inquiry ; and in particular the variety which is

found amongst the stichometric subscriptions of any one book

in different MSS seems to militate very strongly against the

theory of a fixed and uniform verse-measure. A little consi-

deration, however, shows us that the same argument would

hold against the hypothesis of sense-lines, unless we assume

that these were perfectly arbitrary in their character, and did

not constitute a uniform system of division banded down by

tradition as a convenience to the reader and a safeguard to

the text.

The real reason of this variety lies in the following direc-

tion. First of all we must remember that we are dealing with

books whose variety of reading is great, and where the import-

ance attaching to the acceptance or rejection of a reading is

likely to make the stichometry agree closely with the compass

of the text, and change as the text changes. The insertion or

rejection, for instance, of such a passage as the pericope de

' I have noted on p. 3 a single instance which contradicts this statement.
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adultera would modify largely the stichometric count in the

Gospel of St John. We must also bear in mind that these

books are extant in various versions, and unless we adopt the

hypothesis of sense-lines, the count may vary from version to

version, even with a similar text.

"We have further to observe that in the early Bible-texts we
have certain conventional abbreviations which may in some

cases even date from the autographs, and which will certainly

affect the reckoning if a letter-line be used in the measure-

ments, and probably also where the syllable-line is employed.

Then there is a frequent corruption of the actual stichometric

data, arising from carelessness on the part of the scribe, and

sometimes, perhaps, from an ignorance on his part as to the

meaning of certain old symbols employed to designate the

numbers 90 and 900, etc. Last of all, it is possible that we
may have to admit in some cases a variety in the measuring-

line, though we shall still see that the most usual unit is the

16-syllabled hexameter.

Transition from space-lines to sense-lines.

We shall also be able to trace that same law of degradation

in the form of the transcription which we observed to hold in

the adaptation of continuous uncial texts to public reading ; and

it is possible that the first step towards this change of style in

the early MSS consists in the exact numeration of the text

from point to point by means of a suitable line-unit.

This change of form is first apparent in the poetical books

of the Old Testament, from which it seems to have spread

gradually to the whole of the Bible. We have already seen

from Jerome's preface to Isaiah, that the method of division by

cola and commata was becoming general, and was reckoned by

Jerome himself to be as applicable to the Psalms as to the

writings of Demosthenes and Cicero, and to the prophets as to

the Psalms and other distinctly poetical books. And it is

almost inevitable, if two different systems of transcription, cor-

responding respectively to stichometry and colometry, are found

in the same volume, that a degree of confusion will arise be-

tween the regular verses of the earlier and the irregular verses

of the later system, and that in the end one of these systems
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will entirely supplant the other. This explains how it is that

we find the term a-rlxo's retained even when the fixed line to

which it properly belongs has disappeared. It is in consequence

of this degradation of form that we find the poetical books of

the Old Testament in the earliest uncial MSS written in quite

a different manner from the rest of the Bible. For example,

the triple and quadruple columns of the Vatican and Sinaitic

codices are replaced in these books by double columns of irre-

gular verses, forming a remarkable contrast to the uniform

writing of the remaining books. I regard it, however, as

certain that this quasi-stichometry is not the original form of

the books where it appears. The Song of Solomon, for ex-

ample, is stated by Nicephorus and Anastasius to contain 280

verses ; and, by an actual enumeration, it may be seen to be

275 sixteen-syllabled hexameters, which is such a close agree-

ment that we may conclude that the earlier mode of reckoning,

and therefore, in all probability, of division of the text, must

have been at some time applied to the book in question.

A great deal of light is thrown upon these points by some

remarks of Hesychius of Jerusalem, in the sixth century, intro-

ductory to the study of the twelve minor prophets. An exa-

mination of the following passage will show the progressive

encroachment of colon-writing upon the uniform text, and the

consequent confusion between the crrt^^o?, properly so called,

and its substitute.

Xri'XTjpoV TWV l/S' TrpOCJjTjTWV.

"EiTTt fiev dp')(cuov TovTo T019 6eo<f>6poi<; ro crTrovSaa-fia,

aTiyrfhov, (o? ra TroWa, Trpo<s rrjv tcov fieXeTcofiivayv aa<f)'^veiav,

Td<; -TrpocjirjreLaii iKTiBea-Oai. ovtu) roiyapovv oi^e« /iev rov AaftS

KiOapi^ovra, rov TlapoifiiaaTrjv Se Td<; Trapa/SoXa? Kot tov

'^KKXrjaiacrrT^v Tat wpo^rjTeiat eKOefievov, ovtco avyypacjjei-

aav TTJv iirl Ta> 'Iw/8 ^i^'Kov, ovtco fj,6pia-devTa rot? cttl'x^oii; Ta

Twv 'Ai,afJ,aT(ov ' Aicr/iaTa' ifKrjv aWa /cal ttjv 'Airoa'ToXtKrjv

/3i^'Kov ovTOD Tivl a-vyypa^eiaav evpmv, ov fiaTTjv iv Tai<} Svo-

Se/ca /3t/3X.ot9 Twv 7rpo<f>r)Tcov kuI aiiTO'i riKo\ov6r}cra' aX)C eireihrj

iroXKd fiev twv d<ra<f>oov rj twv aTL'x^av aa^rjvi^ei, hiaipeai'i,

BtBdcTKei Be TWV (TTcyfiwv twv diropwv ttov Set tclttsiv t^J?
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TrXetoi/a?, &(ne km tov IBioittjv koX tov wyav iinaTijfiova rpv-

'yijaai, rt TravTO)? rj fitKpov ^ /jLeya rov vovrifiaTO^ 'XP'^o'i/j.ov^.

It is evident from the foregoing passage that the first

means employed to facilitate the reading of the continuous

texts is interpunction ; and that interpunction paves the way
for colon-writing ; Hesychius himself extends the irregular

verse-writing to the minor prophets, and informs us that some-

one else had edited the Pauline epistles in a similar manner

;

and finally we notice that the new form of writing has the

effect of restoring to the term aTi^of somewhat of its original

indefiniteness, and deflecting it from a space-line in the direc-

tion of a sense-line.

Actual instance of numbered sense-lines.

An instance of this deflection may be seen in a MS Mem-
phitic Psalter, referred to by Lagarde in his edition under the

sign D, which has stichometric data to every psalm. An exa-

mination of these will show that the appended numbers are not

proportional to the lengths of the Psalms, neither in the He-

brew, the LXX, nor the Coptic. The following table for the

first ten Psalms, based on Lagarde's edition and on the LXX,
will make this apparent. The o-rt'^o? and Psalm are measured

in letters

:

Psalm I
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instance, the 119th Psalm, which has 176 verses in ordinary

Bibles, has 170 in the Memphitic text. It is oven possible that

the figure 6 has dropped. The remarkable point to notice is

that the irregular verses are numbered just like the regular

ones, a practice which leads to some confusion, though it has

the advantage of giving the same reckoning for all the various

versions.

Euthalius and his work.

We turn now to the stichometry of the New Testament.

And here a fundamental misunderstanding seems to have

prevailed for a length of time as to the connexion between

Euthalius of Alexandria and the stichometric divisions of the

text.

Scholz, in his Prolegomena, I xxvii, states that " Euthalius

in epistolis Paulinis, actubus apostolorum et epistolis catholicis,

eos (sc. versus) ita distinxit in usum lectorum, ut singulae

lineae singulas absolverent sententias; qua distinctione obser-

vata scirent lectores quae continue spiritu essent legenda, atque

ubi intermissione opus esset. Exaratis in hunc modum epistolis

adtexuit ad calcem cujusque epistolae numerum versiculorum,

qui in plurimos codices irrepsit."

And the same statement somewhat modified seems to have

been repeated right on to the present. According to Scrivener,

Introduction to the N. T. p. 60^ "Euthalius is said to have been

the author of that reckoning of the arixot which is annexed in

most copies to the Gospels, as well as the Acts and Epistles";

and in the introduction to the American edition of Westcott

and Hort's New Testament, Dr. Schaff remarks "that the sti-

chometric divisions or lines (a-rixoi) corresponding to sentences

were introduced by Euthalius."^

But it will easily be seen that in no strict sense can Eu-
thalius ever be regarded as the inventor of stichometry, which

1 P. 60, 2d Ed.
; p. 62, 3d Ed. metry were inseparable ; and for this

2 Misled by the concurrence of these reason stated in a former study that

and other New Testament editors and the division of the New Testament
critics, I endeavoured to believe that into numbered sense-lines was intro-

in some way Euthalius and sticho- duced by Euthalius.
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is anterior in date to the Christian era, and by no means a
peculiarity of the New Testament ; that he did not measure
the Gospels at all ; nor will it be easy to prove that he broke
up the text into sentences, nor are these sentences the o-Tt%ot

which he enumerates. In fact, the New Testament text was
reckoned by arlxot long before the time of Euthalius, as we
find that Origen reckons the second and third epistles of John
to be less than a hundred verses, and the first epistle to contain

a very few ; and in the fourth century Eustathius of Antioch
quotes two passages in the Gospel of John, with a remark
that the interval between them is 135 o-tlxoi. Euthalius was
a deacon of Alexandria somewhere about A.D. 458, and sub-

sequently became bishop of Sulca, supposed by some persons to

be a city in Upper Egypt. He describes his work in a dedica-

tion to a younger Athanasius, in the following language :

irpunov St) ovv e^ym^e rriv aTrocTToXiKrjv ^i^Xov (ttolxI'^ov

avayvov^ re Kai, ypdyjrwi, irpmrjv Bieire/jbylrdfirjv tt/jo? rova tmv iv

H-pitTTm Trarepav r/fidSp, fierpiwi TreTroiTj/j-ivrjv ifioi . . .

'

evajxo'i Tolvvv, to? e^iiv, rfjv IlavXov ^l^Xov dveyvcoKaii,

avTiKa Brjra Koi rijvSe Trjv rwv diroaToXuKwv irpd^ewv a/na Trj

T(op KadoXiKcov eTTLo-ToXdov e/SSo/taSt iroveaa';, dprto)? aot ire-

•7ro/i(j)a . .
.^

Toto? Toiyapovv tj)c\,oXoyo'i ayav virdp-^otiv rbv Tpoirov,...

evayxp'i 'ifioiye rtjv re twv irpd^ecov ^l^Xov afia, Kal KaffoXcKoov

iiriaToXuiv avayvcovai re Kara irpocrwhlav Kai ttg)? dvaxe^a-

XaiaxraaOai, koI SieXeiv tovt(ov e/cdaTri<; tov vovp XeTTTO/ieptos

irpocreTa^wi, dZeXt^e 'Adavaaie TrpocrcjjtXecrTaTe, koI Tovro doKvio^i

iya> Kal wpodvp.ai's TreTroiijKa)';, aroixv^o^ t^ avv6el<; tovtcov to

v<f>0';, Kara ttjv if^avTOV crv/j-p-eTpiav, tt/so? evarjfiov avdyvcoaiv,

SieTrefiylrd/irjv ev ^pa^el to, eKacnd aoi...'

670) fie Tot a-TOXV^ov ra? KadoXiKd<i Kad' e^rj<i eVicrroXa?

dvayvacrofjuai, ttjv twv Kecf>aXaiav eKdecnv dfia Kal delcov /J^ap-

rvpiwv fieTpl(o<; evdevhe iroiovnevo';*.

SteiXov rdi; dvayva)a-ei<; Kal e(TTL')(}co> irdaav rrjv dirocrroXi-

KYjv j3i^Xov dKpi^oo<; Kara irevrrjKovTa (TTi)(ov'i, Kal ra KeipdXaia

1 Zacagni, p. 404. » jftj^j. p. 409.

2 Ibid. p. 405. * Ibid. p. 477.

3—2
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eKdarrji; dvayvwcr6a}<; TrapeOrjKa, kol Ta<; ev avrrj (j)epofjbeva<;

fiapTvpta<;, ert Se zeal oacov <tt/%&)i' r/ dvdjvcoaK rvyx^avei^.

Some confusion seems to have arisen in the text of the

previous passages between arooxv^o^ and arixv^o^- Of the

three passages in which the words occur, Zacagni edits aroi')(ri-

Bov in two places, while M. Graux with others reads aTiXH^ov

uniformly. An examination of these passages will, I think,

show that it is almost as difficult to prove that Euthalius in-

troduced stichometry into the New Testament as to prove that

he introduced reading and writing (dvayvov<; re xal ypd^jrw;).

The peculiar features of the arrangement of his text are

prefaces, programmata, lists of quotations with reference to the

authors, sacred and profane, from whom they come, and a

complete system of convenient lections and chapters. The

edition was also provided with a stichometric indication on the

margin of every fiftieth verse and at the close of every complete

lection. These annotations made reading and quotation a

much easier business, but they are clearly only ancillary to the

general arrangement of the work, though by a strange want of

perspective the last feature has been made the most prominent

one in the literary estimate of Euthalius. Neither must it be

assumed that the lections which Euthalius marked are of his

own division ; in the Pauline Epistles they have evidently been

adopted from some earlier father, who gives his own date (a.D.

396 ly in a prologue to the work, which Euthalius merely

corrects in an appended sentence. The chapters also, at least

in the Acts, are divided according to two totally distinct

systems; this fact alone shows that Euthalius is retailing the

Massoretic efforts of earlier students'.

Importance of the Euthalian stichometry.

The importance of the stichometric work done by Euthalius

does not, however, diminish when we discount its originality;

on the contrary it increases. For in the first place he distinctly

1 Zacagni, p. 541. uus, p. 104 ; Hug, Introduction to

2 Ihid. p. 536. New Test. (English Trans.), i. p. 253.
'> Cf. Tregelles, Canon Muratoria-
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informs us that his measurements were accurate; and in the

next place, the MSS which he employed, at least for the Acts

and Catholic Epistles^ were the celebrated copies preserved at

Caesarea in the library of Pamphilus". It is unfortunate that

the word a/cptySta?, which Euthalius employs, and which makes

the weight of his work, has been so much overlooked. Accurate

measurements made by reference to the best MSS provide us

with critical data of immense value. It becomes interesting,

then, to find out what the accurate measuring line is which

Euthalius employs.

In ZacaguL's edition of Euthalius, or in the less complete

one of Migne^ we have a rich vein of stichometric information

which seems to have been very slightly worked. Not only is

every programme, preface, and elenchus measured and the

number of aTixoi appended, but there are so many inter-

mediate stichometric data supplied for the text that we can

measure from point to point with great accuracy, as soon as we
know the measuring line employed.

M. Graux examined casually the numeration of the separate

lections for the Acts of the Apostles, but he was perplexed at

finding that the data supplied by Zacagni from the Vatican

Codex Regius-Alexaudrinus did not tally with those given by a

Madrid MS Codex Escorial. -^—111— 6, and he seems to have

given up the point in despair. The following table affords a

comparison between the measures of the lections as given by

the two MSS, and those given by actual division of Westcott

and Hort's text into 16-syllabled <TTt%ot

:

Lection.
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Lectio
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Acts

James

I Peter

II Peter

I John

II John

III John

Jude

Total for Catholic Ep.

Romans
I Corinthians

II Corinthians

Galatians

Ephesians

Philippians

Colossians

I Thessalonians

II Thessalonians

Hebrews

I Timothy

II Timothy

Titus

Philemon

liy tradition.

2556

237 or 242

232, 286 or 242'

154

274

30

32

68

1047

920

870

590

293

312

208

208

193

106

703

230

172

97

38

hy measurement.

2559

240

245

162

268

31

31

70

1047

942

897

610

304

325

218

215

202

112

714

239

177

98

42

Correction of previous results for ahhreviation.

The approximation of the results is very striking ; but there

is almost always an excess in the second column, amounting in

some cases to as much as 5 or 6 per cent.; and this uniformity

of effect implies some producing cause. Now it can scarcely be

maintained that the text of Westcott and Hort is ever much in

excess of the text of Pamphilus, and so we have only one

hypothesis to fall back upon : the text measured must have had

abbreviations in it. Let us then assume that the four words

1 Some confusion is apparent be- places these are not given, but may
tween tbe subscriptions in James and be found in Scholz and the ordinary

I Peter, which makes it necessary to critical apparatuses.

record the principal variants ; in other
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de6<i, Kvpiof, Irjo-ovv, %/3K7to?, are abbreviated : we ought then

on the average to deduct a syllable every time the words deo^,

XpicTTO'i occur, and two syllables for the other two words. The

correction is easily made by means of a concordance with suffi-

cient accuracy, and the result can be expressed at once in

hexameters and so deducted : when this is done for the Epistles

we have as follows :
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determine the length of any passage to within a hexametei'.

The only difficulty of a practical character is the divination of

the particular forms of abbreviation employed in the copies to

which Euthalius referred, and in the partial stichometry there

is the difficulty of determining to what part of a line the

numerical indication applies. It must also be borne in mind
that in the statements made by Euthalius as to his own
accuracy {uKpi^m) the remark is in strictness limited to the

Pauline epistles.

A glance at the results already arrived at will show that the

greatest inequality between the results is found in the first

epistle of John, where the traditional measure is 274 verses

against 268 or 262 according as we admit abbreviation or not.

At first sight this would seem to imply that the Euthalian

texts contained a considerable passage which is not found in

Westcott and Hort, and the celebrated passage I John V. 7 at

once suggests itself. When, however, we examine the partial

stichometric data which Zacagni collected from his Vatican MSS,

we find that the same inequality runs through the book. For

instance, Zacagni directs us to put the mark for the first

hundred verses against c. II. 26, at which point the actual count

has only reached 90. There is, therefore, some unexplained

peculiarity to be dealt with before we can come to any critical

conclusion as to the verse in question. [Probably a ten has been

gained in counting.]

Farther verification of the length of the Euthalian verse.

We may readily confirm the previous results by examining

the prefaces, prologues, etc., of Euthalius which are prefixed to

the separate books, a large proportion of which are numbered

in crTt%oi. And although in some instances corruption has

taken place in the figures, the majority of the data agree

closely with the hexameter hypothesis. For example, the fol-

lowing table will give the comparison between the data supplied

for the Acts and Catholic Epistles and the numbers obtained

by syllabic division.
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Acts of the Apostles.

Traditional. Calculated.

11/36X070? Twv Upd^ecov (Migne, col. 628) 140' 138

'AvaKe(f>aXaia}ai^ ( „ 640) ?' 107

"EKdea-f; Ke^aXaimv ( „ 652) ? 17 11

Ke^aXata rwv Tipd^emv ( ,, 652) 172 178

Breviarium capitulorum ( „ 661) 40 40

Catholic Epistles.

'AvaK€(j)a\aLO)a-i<; (Migne, col. 668) 14

"

14

Ke(f>aXaia laKci^ov
( „ 677) 25 26

Ke4>d\ata Uirpov a ( „ 680) 25 24

Ke^xiXaia Herpov /3'
( „ 684) 10 10

K.e<f>d\ata ^ladwov a
( „ 685) 23 23

K6<f>d\.aia 'I(i)dvvov /S' ( „ 688) 5 5

K.e<f>dXaia 'lovSa ( „ 689) 11 11

And in the same way we might count the text of Euthalius

through the Pauline Epistles, and we should find our hypothesis

fully confirmed. There is sometimes, as above, a little confu-

sion in the figures, but this is precisely what we expect when

figures are handed down by successive transcription.

These then are some of the results of comparison between a

measured selected text and the traditional verse-numberings.

Although they are more irregular in the Gospels, to which we

shall presently refer, than in the Epistles, it must be admitted

that in both cases (but especially in the Epistles) they offer a

new critical instrument to the student of the New Testament,

by means of which to restore the text to the same compass as

it occupied in the early copies.

The matter is, however, much complicated by those causes

which produce diverse measurement, to which allusion has been

already made. Corruption of the data is common, and fre-

quently affects the greater part of the testimony : for example,

the number jof verses in Romans is 920, as given by Euthalius

' PN in Reg. Alex. PM in Cod. '> The reading AI of E. Al. and lA

Esc. of Cryptoferr. are evidently corrup-

2 PN in Eeg. Al. PK in Cod. Ese. tions of this.

PZ or PH corr.
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and many MSS ; but a larger group gives the impossible Xk
and Xh, which are nothing more than a corruption of ^K. It

is, perhaps, a reasonable prediction that the next edition of the

New Testament will be accompanied by a marginal stichometry.

Instances of partial stichometry.

Zacagni, in his edition of Euthalius, has furnished us with a

series of notes and various readings under the title "Variae

lectiones ex Regie Alexandrino Vaticanae Bibliothecae codice

depromptae." Amongst these are found a great many instances

of partial stichometry : some of these coincide with the close of

the lections ; and others have reference to the measurement by

fifties and hundreds, of which Euthalius speaks as having been

a feature of his edition, though it is by no means certain that

he introduced it. The following instances are given for the

margin of the Acts

:

Chapter.

1, 15
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No. of verses No. of verses

by count as by count as

No. of before : 16- No. of before : 16-

Chaptcr. verses, syll. abbr. CImpter. verses, syll. abbr.

20, 28 1800 1803 27, 10 2350 2360

21, 8 1850 1852 27, 29 2400 2406

21, 14 1870 1870 28, 1 2450 2452

21,28 1900 1905 28,17 'J

And the completed reckoning gives us 2559, which must be

corrected for abbreviations to 2527; results which agree very

closely with the number given by Euthalius, 2556 ; and the

number given by Scholz from a large group of manuscripts,

2524. It will be noticed that our reckonings are 2 or 3 verses

in excess in either case.

In the partial stichoraetry tabulated above, it will be noticed

that the results (which I have done my best to keep clear of

error) are very closely in harmony with one another : and it is

conceivable that the adoption of a letter-line might make the

approximation even more close. In one or two of the data

errors appear, as at c. XVIII 4, where we have 1550 verses;

and at XXV 4 we are told to put the figure 2170, where

the scribe seems to have dropped a ten, and the defect shows

itself in the subsequent figures. It must be remembered that

a single printed verse will sometimes contain five or six aTt,xoi,

so that we could hardly look for much better agreement, and

we must defer a closer critical comparison until the text can be

printed stichometrically with proper abbreviations, and an

accurate marginal reckoning of the lines, suitable for com-

parison with a revised critical edition of Euthalius. I think we

may conclude also that the printed text of Westcott and Hort

in the Acts is within three hexameters of the text circulated in

the third century.

The importance of these intermediate stichometric data is

obvious ; and the only difficulty in applying them lies in the

determination of the part of the verse to which the stichometric

number belongs. Sometimes an intimation of this is given by
Zacagni, at other times he does no more than designate the

verse against the margin of which the mark stands.

Let us apply the evidence supplied by these marks to the

critical question of the authenticity of the passage Acts VIII 38.
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The doubtful sentence is about three hexameters long. Against

the margin of VIII 34 stands the number 700 : against the

first verse of IX, which is also a new lection, the number 717.

The 34th verse of the eighth chapter is 21 hexameters, from

the 3oth to the end is 13 hexameters, omitting the doubtful

words, and the first verse of the 9th chapter is a hexameter and

a half.

But since this first verse ought clearly not to be counted,

for the beginning of the lection is the point noted, we have at

the most 15J hexameters, with no allowance made for abbrevia-

tion. It requires, therefore, the disputed passage to make up

the tale. The partial stichometry, therefore, recognizes this

passage.

We shall now give in order for the Catholic Epistles, for

convenience of reference, the Euthalian measures, together with

any partial stichometry supplied by Zacagni

:

James

I Peter

II Peter

I John

II John

III John

Jude

James

I Peter

II Peter

Lection
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I John

II John

III John

Jude

In the Pauline Epistl

Romans

I Corinthians

II Corinthians

Galatians

Ephesians

Philippians

Colossians

c. 2, 26

c. 4, 11

ad fin.

ad fin.

V. 14

ad fin.

es we have the following data

Lection I

II c. 5, 1

III c. 9, 1

IV c. 12, 1

V c. 15, 1

Verses.

100

200

37(?)

32

60

68

Total

Lection I

II c. 7, 1

III c. 8, 1

IV c. 12, 1

V c. 15, 1

Total

Lection I

II c. 4, 7

III c. 8, 1

IV c. 10, 1

Total

Lection

Lection

Lection

Lection

I

II

I

II

I

II

I

II

c. 3, 15

Total

c. 4, 1

Total

3,1

Total

0. 3, 17

242

248

185

125

125

250

84

116

266

154

152

156

94

187

130

163

136

176

120

88

157

51

920

870

590

293

312

208

Total 208
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I Thessalonians

II Thessalonians

Hebrews

I Timothy

II Timothy

Titus

Philemon

Lection I

Lection I

Lection I

II c. 1,

III c. 11

11

1

Total

Lection

Lection

Lection

Lection

Total for the Pauline Epistles,

The partial stichometry is as follows :

Romans c. 1, 24

I Cor.

II Cor.

Gal.

2, 14

3,9

4,9

5, 1

5, 6

6,1

7,1

7,21

8, 22

c. 1, 26

3,4

4,8

5, 10

7,27

8,1

9,16

11, 10

c. 3, 2

5,10

8,1

8,20

c. 2, 1

2,21

3, 15

50

100

150

200

240

250

300

350

400

450

50

100

150

200

300

331

400

500

100

200

308

350

50

100

130

I Cor.

Verses.

193

106

257

232

214

230

179

97

37

Romans c. 9, 30

11,1

11, 24

12,1

12, 11

13, 13

14, 23

15,25

16,18

c. 12, 1

12,27

14, 29

15, 1

15, 16

15, 47

16, 13

II Cor. c.

Gal.

9,14

11,4

11, 26

12, 18

3,24

4, 27

5,22

703

(?172)

4936

550

600

650

675

700

750

800

850

900

550

600

700

720

750

800

850

400

450

500

550

160

200

250
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Ephes.
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ments ; the following tables are based upon numbers supplied

by Scholz, Tischendorf and Scrivener.

flvoh'
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ar'
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tions of text, and secondly, with the same abbreviations as were

previously noted. We have then :

MSS. W. <& H. W. (& H. [abbr.) Text. E. Text. R. (abbr.)

Matthew 2560 2433 2397 2492 2456

Mark 1616 1511 1494 * *

Luke 2750 2591 2551 * *

John 2024 1948 1903 * *

In every case we find the text of Westcott and Hort in

defect by 100 or 150 verses, and the case is not much better

with the Textus Receptus, which is also considerably in defect.

Seeing, then, that the longest and shortest edited texts alike

disagree with the data, we have no alternative but to assume a

shorter measuring line. Let us try a (ttixo<; of fifteen syllables^-

We have this time :

MSS. W. <&H. W. d-H. {abbr.) Text. R. Text. R. (abbr.)

Matthew 2560 2595 2557 2658 2619

Mark 1616 1611 1592 * *

Luke 2750 2764 2720 * *

John 2024 2077 2029 * *

A comparison between the different columns shows that the

agreement is close between the assumed traditional data and

the result of measuring 15-syllable rhythms with the usual

abbreviations.

This concordance of results is very close in Matthew and

John; and, if we add to the reckoning in Mark the 25 hexa-

meters which represent the last twelve verses of that Gospel,

the agreement becomes as close in this case also. We must

admit, therefore, that the ancestry of the MSS quoted recognizes

these twelve verses as part of the Gospel, while the contrary is

testified by A, which reads 1590, of which ,a^s' and ^a(pv' are

evidently corruptions.

Similar reasoning shows that the pericope de adultera was

not included in the standard copies of St John. With regard

to the Gospel of Luke the matter is more complicated. At

1 This assumption would imply a of time ; and, generally speaking, the

later date for the rectoniugs, as the longer verse is the earlier,

verse-limits contract with the advance

4—2
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first sight we might be tempted to assume that the usual

abbreviations were wanting, but a little further consideration

inclines to believe that the irregularity in the figures is due to

the fact that every step in the genealogy as given in Luke is

marked as a separate o-Tt%o? in the most ancient MSS. And
this feature is probably derived from the autograph itself, in

which the continuous writing would have made the reading of

the genealogy peculiarly difficult. I believe it will be found

that in general short lines in a MS written stichometrically are

not counted ; but this can hardly be the case with a long

document like the genealogy. We must then either count the

separate clauses as half-verses or whole ones. In the former

case we must increase our count in Luke by about 22 verses,

and in the latter by about 59. This will make the number of

verses to be 2744 or 2779 in an abbreviated text ; and the

former of these numbers approaches very closely to the tradi-

tional 2750. It will be remembered that we include in our

count all those passages which Westcott and Hort enclose in

double brackets.

A similar process applied to the genealogy in Matthew

would add about 7 or 8 verses ; making the abbreviated text in

Matthew to be 2565 verses.

To sum up the results of our inquiry in the Gospels : We
selected from the stichometric annotations those numbers which

had the fairest show of accurate preservation ; after which by

dividing a modern edited text in a certain manner we found

that this text was only five verses in excess in Matthew, if it

was in excess at all; that it was within a single verse of the

traditional number in Mark, and not more than five verses in

excess in John. In the Gospel of Mark we were obliged to

admit the last twelve verses to make up the reckoning, and for

the same reason to reject John vii. 53—viii. 11. In Luke
we were uncertain as to the relation between the measured and
traditional texts; the longer of our two available results

required us to reject most of those passages which Westcott

and Hort designate as Western non-interpolations, and which
amount to something under 25 verses. This would leave the

nieasured text some 9 verses in excess of the traditional.
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In no case does the Textus Receptus afford us a reasonable

concordance with the traditional figures. The later MSS thus

appear as witnesses against themselves.

This is perhaps as near as we can expect to come in the

matter of agreement between tradition and computation at

present. It must be remembered that if our hypothesis of an

abbreviated text be correct, it will become necessary to examine

the forms of abbreviation proper to the separate Gospels. We
have only employed four of the most common of them ; and the

remaining cases will produce a further very slight reduction.

If, for example, the word -rrvevfia is abbreviated to -jrva we

ought to deduct one verse for every fifteen or sixteen times

that this word occurs. It is therefore very likely that an even

more complete agreement may exist. But for the present let

it suffice to have shown that the compass of the text of

Westcott and Hort does not vary normally more than one-

fourth per cent, from the early copies which the stichometry

regards. The value of the results deduced (as for the doubtful

sections in Mark and John) cannot of course be higher than the

worth of the oldest MSS involved in the tradition.

Incidental difficulties will arise in the working out of the

hypotheses, with regard to the manner of syllabic division in

early centuries. For instance, the question arises as to whether,

in MSS, vlo<i is a dissyllable or trisyllable, etc.

All the canonical books of the New Testament have now

been discussed, with the exception of the Apocalypse. For this

there are no data of any importance in the MSS, but the

stichometric table of Nicephorus gives 1400. By actual

enumeration we find 1224 hexameters, unabbreviated, which

does not agree with the table.

Old Testament Stichometry.

For the study of the Septuagint and Apocryphal books, the

chief authority is the stichometric table of Nicephorus, pre-

viously alluded to ; the same table is exhibited in a Latin

translation of Anastasius. In almost every instance the number
of verses is given by the approximate hundreds. A stichometric

table is also given in the Codex Claromontanus. Other data
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referred to by M. Graux are Ood. reg. 1888 Catena in Hepta-

teuchum, Codex Escorialensis O—1—13, etc. M. Graux employs

these numerical data to establish the equivalence of the arl'xp'i

and the average hexameter.

The table of Nicephorus has been reprinted in Credner, "Zur

Gesch. d. Kan." 119 sqq.; Migne's "Patrologia" 100, col. 1055

sqq., and Westcott "On the Canon," pp. 560—2. It is therefore

unnecessary to repeat it ; but it is well to notice that Westcott

hardly does justice to the intention of stichometry when he

says (p. 520) that stichometries are no more than tables of

contents. If the table of Nicephorus had been a little less

approximate in its numbers and in a better state of preserva-

tion it would have been valuable indeed, and it well deserves a

careful examination in the light of the previous researches.

As it stands, it sufficiently verifies (which no mere table of

contents would do) the hypothesis of the hexameter line-unit,

and it is incidentally interesting as throwing light on the

compass of some lost apocryphal books. For instance, the

prophecy of Eldad and Modad, which is quoted in Hermas'

Vision II 3, is stated to be 300 verses, or almost as long as the

Epistle to the Ephesians. So also the Apocryphal Ascension

of Moses, to which Euthalius' and Origen^ refer the quotation

in Jude 9, is a work twice as long as the Epistle to the

Hebrews. To the same source Euthalius^ refers Gal. VI 15,

oiire TrepiTO/Mrj rt, eariv ovre aKpo^vaTia dWd Kaivi) /crt'crt?,

which throws light upon the reading of Codex B and allied docu-

ments which omit iv 'xjco iv. I suppose we may assume the

genuineness of these quotations, for either Euthalius verified

them himself, or being, as he says, merely a novice, and having

no originality beyond what we may call a printer's or editor's

originality, he referred to some earlier writer; a supposition

which by no means detracts from the value of the quotations.

And who shall say that the greater part of Euthalius's work does
not date from the time and school of Origen himself ?

' Zaoagni, p. 485. ^ Orig. de Prinoip. iii. 2.

•* Zaoagni, p. 561.
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On the Cheltenham Stichometry.

An important discovery was made by Prof. Mommsen in

1885 which has confirmed in the most decided manner the

major part of the investigations which are summed up in the

previous pages. Accordingly I have printed below, for the use

of the student who is interested in stichometric data, the

catalogue of the Canonical books and of the writings of Cyprian

which Prof Mommsen discovered in the MS 12266 of the

Phillipps Collection at Cheltenham. For Mommsen's own

article the reference must be made to the 21st Volume of

Hermes {Zur lateinischen Stichometrie) ; and the subject will

also be found exhaustively treated in Studia Biblica, Vol. III.

by Prof. Sanday and Mr C. H. Turner. The interesting thing

is that the stichometry contained in the Cheltenham table can

be referred back, perhaps to as early a date as the year 359 A.D.

The writer who made the table expressly defines his unit of

measurement as a sixteen-syllabled hexameter of Vergil.

Whether the whole of the measurements are his own is not

perfectly clear; or whether he measures his Cyprian text and

takes his Bible measures from elsewhere; these latter agree

closely with the numbers given for the books of the Bible in

Vulgate MSS, but they can hardly have been made for the

Vulgate ; and I believe no one has yet taken the trouble to

determine what would be the average proportion of the

measure of a Latin book to the Greek original from which it is

translated. Of one thing we may be sure that it was not
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uncommon to take over a Greek stichometry into a Latin text

;

as, for example, in the Codex Sangermanensis (g') of St

Matthew we have a stichometry which is easily seen to be

borrowed from Euthalius. However, here is the Cheltenham

table.

Incipit indiculum veteris testamenti qui sunt libri cannonici

sic

Genesis ver n

Exodus ver n

Numeri ver n

Leviticum ver n

Deuteronomium ver n

Ihu Nave ver n

ludicum ver n

fiunt libri vil ver n XVIII C

Eut ver cci

Eegnorum liber i ver iiccc

Regnorum liber ii ver iicc

Regnorum liber III ver IID

Regnorum liber iiii ver IICCL

fiunt versus vim d

Paralipomen lib i iixL

lib II ver lie

Machabeorum lib i ver iiccc

lib II ver oo dccc
lob ver oo dccc

Tobias ver DCCCC

Hester

ludit ver oo c

Psalmi David CLi ver v

Salomonis uer VD

profetas maiores ver xvicccLXX numero liii

Y
*saias uer iiidlxxx
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leremias uer IIIICCCCL

Daniel ver oo CCCL

Ezechiel ver iiiDCCC

profetas xii iiiDCCC

erunt omnes ver n LXVIIIID

Sed ut in apocalypsis lohannis dictum est :
' vidi xxilll

seniores mittentes coronas suas ante thronum' maiores nostri

probant hos libros esse canonicos et hoc dixisse seniores.

Item indiculum novi testament!

euangelia iill Matheum vr IIDCC

Marcus ver oo dcc

lohannem vr oo DCCC

Luca vr iiiccc

Sunt omnes versus x

eplae Pauli n xiii

actus aplorum ver IIIDC

apocalipsis ver oo dccc

eplae lohannis in ur CCCCL

una sola

eplae Petri ii ver ccc

una sola

Quoniam indiculum versuum in urbe Roma non ad liqui-

dum', sed et alibi avariciae causa non habent integrum, per

singulos libros computatis syllabis posui numero XVI versum

Virgilianum omnibus libris numerum adscribsi.

Indiculum Oecili Cipriani

ad Donatum ccccx

ad Virgines D

de lapsis DCCCCLXXX

de opere et elemosyna DCLXX

ad Demetrianum dxxxv

de aeclesiae unitate DCCL

de zelo et liuore ccccxx

de mortalitate dl

1 Cod. aliqui dum.
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de patientia DCCCLX

ad Fortunatum dccxl

de domini oratione

ad Quirinum libri iii : i DL

II DCCCL

III DCCLXX

ad Antonianum DCL

de calice dominico CCCCL

de laude martyrii Dcccxxx
ad confessores martyrum CXL

Moysi et Maximo Lxx
ad eosdem alia cxx
de precando deum cxc

ad clerum LIIII

Aurelio lectori pro ordinate CXL

Celerino C

ad lobianum dl

ad Quintum C

Ade prb xiii n. xxx

Ada prb n. cxx
sententiae episcoporum DXX
ad Pompeium ccxc

ad Stephanum c

ad Fidum cvi

ad Magnum ccLXXXiiil

ad Martialem CCCL

Luci ad Eucratium XL

Felici et ceteris xx
de Numidia conf. xxx
ad Florentium ccvii

ad presb Lxxii

ad eosdem et diac xxv

ad clerum urb LXX
Romani resc ccxv

adversvs lud ccxc

ad Cornelium viill oo cvili

vita Cypriani DC

fiunt omnes versus r xviii D



The Partial SticUometry of the Vatican Codex.

I believe the first who drew attention to the fact that there

was a Partial Stichometry in certain books of the Old Testa-

ment in the Vatican Codex, was Prof. Nestle : his observations

will be found in a flj'-sheet printed at Tubingen (Separatabdruck

a. d. Gorresp.-Blatt fur die Gelehrten und Realschulen 1883).

It is however fair to state that in the Roman edition of the MS
the editors have recorded in their Appendix the existence of

these marginal centenary numbers ; nor ought we to conclude

that they were wholly ignorant of their meaning.

The signs used to represent the successive hundreds of

verses are the conventional Greek letters (900 being repre-

sented by /fv for Sampi), with the exception of the characters

for 1000 (I), 2000 Ct), and 3000 (i), which are unknown to

me except as occurring in this MS.

As the data are important for the relation of the Vatican MS
to a previously existing stichometrically reckoned manuscript, I

tabulate the figures, as far as I have been able to gather them

from the notes of the Roman editors, as follows :

i. Reg.

No. of tTTlxoc
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No. of verses.
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No. of verses.
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Fixity of the Ancient Verse Measurement.

It is worthy of notice that the fixity of the ancient a-Tt%09

was pointed out by Michaelis; as the following extract will

show

:

" ^rixo'' were only lines which contained a certain number

of letters and therefore often broke off in the middle of a

word."

(Marsh's Michaelis, II 526.)

Michaelis expressed the wish that the line-arrangement had

been preserved, so as to form the verses of the text and their

reckoning not from the sense but from the number of letters

(Ibid. II 328, quoted by Granville Penn in his Annotations,

ii. 88).



NOTE

on the pijfiara which are reckoned in Biblical MSS.

In Scrivener's Introduction to the New Testament (ed. 3,

p. 62) we are told that " besides the division of the text into

<nl-)(oi or lines, we find in the Gospels alone another division

into prjiMara or pTja-ei'i, ' sentences,' differing but little from

the o-tIxoi in number. Of these last the precise numbers vary

in different copies, though not considerably, etc." And on

p. 66 we find the following statistical statement

:

Matthew has 2522 prjfiaTa

Mark „ 1675

Luke „ 3803

John „ 1938

These figures are derived from MSS. of the Gospels, in

which we frequently find the attestation given both of the

priixaTa and the a-Tlyoi : e.g. Cod. Ev. 173 gives for

Matthew ,/3^«/3' prjfiara

while the corresponding figures for Mark and Luke are

Mark ^a')(pe\ and Luke ,70)7'

)

No explanation, as far as I know, has ever been given of

these curiously numbered prffLaTa. The word is, certainly, a

peculiar one to use, if short sentences are intended, such as

are commonly known by the terms ' cola and commata.'

It has occurred to me that perhaps the explanation might

lie in the fact that prifia was here a literal translation of the

H, 5
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Syriac word rdsa^^Ai^. Let us then see whether rdsa^^ov^

is the proper word to describe a verse, either a fixed verse, like

a hexameter, or a sense-line. A reference to Payne Smith's

Lexicon will shew that it maybe used in either of these senses:

for example, we are told that it is not only used generally of

the verses of Scripture, but that it may stand for comma, mem-

brum versus, sententia brevior quam, versus, a-rixoi, Schol. ad

Hex. Job ix. 33; .asa peisa^Axa Tit. ib. Ps. ix. rcisaSi^Ava

•Si r^'-.^rs^, ib. Ex. xxx. 22 marg. : insunt in Geneseos libro

pelsa^Ax^ MMMMDix, coloph. ad Gen., it. c. s. B. 2 et sic ad fin.

cuiusque libri; in libris poeticis sententia est hemistichio minor,

e.g. in Ps. i. insunt versus sex sed .T» i>A ; in Ps. ii. versus duo-

decim, sed **a Ava..

It seems, therefore, to be used in Syriac much in the same

way as arixo': in Greek.

Now there is in one of the Syriac MSS. on Mount Sinai

(Cod. Sin. Syr. No. 10) a table of the Canonical books of the

Old and New Testaments with their measured verses. We will

give some extracts from this table ; but first, notice that the

Gospels are numbered as follows

:

Matthew has 2522 Klsai^Av^

Mark „ 1675

Luke „ 3083

John „ 1737

and the whole of the four Evangelists 9218, which differs

slightly from the total formed by addition, which, as the figures

stand, is 9017.

On comparing the table with the numbers given by Scrivener

from Greek MSS., viz.

Matt. = 2522

Mark = 1675

Luke = 3803

John = 1938,

we see at a glance that we are dealing with the same
system ; Luke should evidently have 3083, the Greek number
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being evidently an excessive one ; and if we assume that John
should be 1938 the total amounts exactly to the 9218 given for

the four Gospels.

This is very curious, and since the pTj/Mara are now proved

to be rightly equated to r<l5a^^A\& , and this latter word is a

proper word to describe a verse or ari'^oi;, the p^fiara appear

to be a translation of a Syriac table.

Perhaps we may get some further idea about the character

of the verses in question by turning to the Sinai list, which is

not confined to the Gospels, but ranges through the whole of

the Old and New Testaments.

The Stichometry in question follows the list of the names
of the seventy disciples, which list is here assigned to Irenaeus,

bishop of Lugdunum. After which we have

i.e.
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the Euthalian reckoning, 38 and 97 verses respectively, and

similarly in other cases. It may, I think, be suspected that

the lines here reckoned are sense lines, and that this is

therefore the meaning to be provisionally attached to the

prjiJbaTa of the MSS.
The interest of the Sinai stichometry is not limited to

this single point : its list of New Testament books is peculiar

in order and contents. There seem to be no Catholic Epistles,

and amongst the Pauline Epistles, Galatians stands first ; note

also the curious order Hebrews, Colossians, Ephesians, Philip-

pians.

Some important conclusions follow from the identification

of the pij/xara of the Gospels with a Syriac Stichometry, in

regard to the existence of a Syriac element in the Gospels

which give the reckoning of the p^jfiara. We shall have some-

thing to say on this in another place.
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THE ORIGIN Oi* CODICES X AND B.

The subject of the present lecture is of interest only to a small

circle of experts : but to them it is of great interest, inasmuch as the

solution of the problem proposed is likely to have a reflex influence

upon the general criticism of the New Testament, and in particular

upon the text of the New Testament as edited by Westcott and Hort.

I have no idea of being able to make a complete solution of the

problem in the course of a single presentation, but I shall state the

questions involved, and point out certain directions in which the

inquiry may be prosecuted.

The problem concerns itself with the life-history of the two oldest

Biblical MSS., the Vatican Codex at Rome (Codex B of the New
Testament notation) and the Codex Sinaiticus at St Petersburgh

(X of the critical apparatus).

We are asked to determine as far as possible the time and place

of production of the two codices, and in particular to examine

whether there is any ground for the suspicion which has arisen

that the two MSS. emanated from a common workshop and are of

equal antiquity.

It may be premised that the two uncial MSS. in question, like

nearly all the uncial MSS. with which we are acquainted, are des-

titute of direct chronological indications, so that they have to be

dated by subsidiary considerations, such as spellings and shapes of

letters, presence or absence of breathings and accents, presence or

absence of marks for the division of the text, and a number of minor

considerations. The whole matter of the dating of uncial MSS. is

in great uncertainty, and it is quite conceivable that some further

discoveries in the East might throw doubt on a number of things

which are now regarded as well-established. "With regard to the

two MSS. in question it has been recognised by the experts that the

two books must belong very nearly to the same period, and that this

period is that of the calligraphic revival which naturally took place
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when vellum was substituted for papyrus in the ecclesiastical usage.

If they are right in this, they are also probably right in assigning

the two codices to the fourth century.

Attempts have been made to shew that there is an interval of

time between the two MSS. It is well to be sceptical over such a

matter as the exact chronologipal coincidence of two MSS.: conse-

quently we need not regret that the late Dean Burgon took pains to

prove that the Sinaitic MS. was half a century or a century later

than its companion or rival. He was opposed in a close and careful

examination by that most minute, painstaking and conscientious

scholar, the late Ezra Abbot of Harvard ; and I think it will be

generally agreed that Dr Abbot did a good deal to uphold Tischen-

dorfs later view that the MSS. were of the same age. You wUl find

the paper in which the question is discussed in the collected volume

of Dr Abbot's writings, and I do not need to go over the ground in

detail, for the following reason.

It is generally held to-day that Tischendoi-f was justified in recog-

nizing in the Sinaitic Codex the traces of the same hand as wrote the

New Testament portion of the Codex Vaticanus. As this is a most

important point, and one that settles, if it be correctly inferred, both

the unity of time and of place in the two Codices, I spend a few

moments in the statement of the case.

According to Tischendorf there are in the Codex Sinaiticus six

cancel leaves of the New Testament which have been rewritten by

another hand, the hand namely which transcribed the books of Tobit

and Judith and part of the fourth book of Maccabees : that is to say,

one of the scribes of the Old Testament wrote six cancel leaves in

the new. He also wrote the first verses of the Apocalypse. The

evidence for this is Tischendorfs eyes and Tischendorf's judgment.

The hands are apparently the same, and there are concurrent pecu-

liarities in spelling, etc., which persuade the judgment to finally

identify. There is nothing unreasonable in the occasional change

from one scribe to another when they are occupied on the same

book. It is d, ]}riori likely enough. On such a matter Tischen-

dorf's opinion is of the greatest weight; he did not know much

about papyrus hands or cursive hands, but he knew more about

vellum-uncial hands than anybody else. Consequently most people,

even if they have not seen the Sinaitic Codex, accept his judgment.

But after Tischendorf had come to this conclusion he took the argu-

ment a step further, and said that the hand in question was the
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same hand that wrote the New Testament portion of the Vatican

Codex. The argument is as before a paleographical one and depends

on shapes of letters, spellings, etc.

Dr Hort. who completely accepted Tischendorf's judgment, re-

marked that its accuracy was confirmed by the fact that the six

cancel leaves were conjugate leaves in the quire, so that they were

really three double leaves. This is as it should be, for in a MS. in

which the quire is the foundation, one cannot cancel a single leaf.

The leaves in question are the 10th and 15th, the 28th and 29th,

the 88th and 91st : of these the 10th and 15th are in the 2nd quire

the 2nd and 7th leaves ; the 28th and 29th are the middle leaf of

the fourth quire; the 88th and 91st are the third and sixth of the

twelfth quire (one leaf having been lost in Luke, and one quire in

John being a ternion).

I find it very hard to believe that Tischendorf can have examined

the MS. and not have noticed that the leaves in question were con-

jugates. In fact it is the first thing one would do on finding a leaf in

a peculiar hand, to turn to the conjugate and see if it was the same.

However, if he did not notice this peculiarity and some lesser

ones, his judgment is confirmed by observations made by others.

And at all events it is commonly believed that he was right in his

statements.

The interest of the question is much intensified by the fact that

one of the cancelled leaves is that which contains the closing passages

of S. Mark, where both X and B shew a remarkable omission. The

coincidence is a curious one, and many people, naturally enough,

refuse to believe that it is accidental. They say we have the scribe

of B twice over for the omission, and not two separate authorities.

We pass on to the next question, namely, the determination of

the common workshop from which the two MSS. emanated.

Those who do not accept Tischendorf's judgment about the hands

will probably assign the MSS. to difierent local origins : thus Ceriani

is said to have referred J^ to Palestine, and Cod. B to Magna Grecia.

But on what grounds I have never seen it stated. Anything, how-

ever, that such an independent and learned man as Ceriani says is

deserving of attention.

But those who accept the Tischendorf identification will go a

step further, and try to assign the common origin : thus Dr Hort

says in his Introduction that he is inclined to believe that both of

the MSS. were written in the West, probably at Rome.
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The reasons which he gives for this conclusion are mainly as

follows.

"Some Western or Latin influence is very clearly marked (in X)

in the usual or occasional spellings of proper names, such as 'lo-aic and

'Io-Tpai7\[etT)js] or 'l(Thpa.y}X\€iTr)'i\. ...In B Western indications are

fainter than in X but not absent. The superfluous euphonic t is

sometimes inserted in '\<Tpa7]K\€mq<i\ but only in Acts, apparently

implying the presence of Western or Latin influence in the scribe of

that manuscript of Acts which was copied by the scribe of B
Again, it is remarkable that the principal Latin system of divi-

sion of the Acts, found in the Codex Amiatinus and, slightly

modified, in other Vulgate MSS. is indicated by Greek numerals

both in X (with large irregular omissions) and in B, but is otherwise

unknown in Greek MSS. and literature. The numerals were appa-

rently inserted in both MSS., certainly in X, by very ancient scribes,

though not by the writers of the text itself, B indeed having ante-

cedently a wholly different set of numerals. The differences in detail

are sufiicient to shew that the two scribes followed different ori-

ginals ; the differences of both from the existing Latin arrangement

are still greater, but too slight to allow any doubt as to identity of

ultimate origin. The coincidence suggests a presumption that the

early home, and therefore not improbably the birthplace, of both

MSS. was in the West

Taking all kinds of indications together, we are inclined to sur-

mise that B and X were both written in the West, probably at

Rome ; that the ancestors of B were wholly Western (in the geo-

graphical, not the textual sense) up to a very early time indeed; and

that the ancestors of X were in great part Alexandrian, again in the

geographical, not the textual sense."

The next contribution to the subject was, I believe, a paper of

my own, read before the University Philological Association at

Baltimore on January 7th, 1884, of which an abstract was printed

in the University Circulars for March of the same year. In this

paper I maintained the thesis that both MSS. were written in the

Library at Cesarea.

My starting-point was the fact that the original capitulation of B
in the Acts was the same as the 36 chapters found at the close of

Euthalius' edition of the Acts, and that there was reason for con-

necting Euthalius with Cesarea.

I then drew attention to the close connection between X and B
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in the matter of capitulation, etc.; and shewed that there was a

connection between X and certain Cesarean MSS. which had been

used to correct its text, and having thus tied up in one bundle B
and Euthalius and J^ and Pamphilus, I pointed out a curious case of

scribe's subjectivity in the text of X in Matt. xiii. 54, where the

text should read ew tiJv irarpiSa, but actually has ets Trjv 'AvTivarpiha.

As it seemed to me impossible that this should be an assimilation to

a passage in the Acts where 'AvTnrarpis is mentioned, any more than

to passages in Josephus, I referred it to the aberration of a scribe's

brain, as he sat writing in the neighbouring city of Cesarea.

It is to my mind much the same as if a printed text of Shake-

speare should put into Mark Antony's speech the line

" I come to Banbury Caesar, not to praise him."

Such a text would probably be the work of Oxford printers.

Such was, in brief, the argument which I presented for a

Cesarean origin. It does not necessarily involve the acceptance of

Tischendorf's judgment about the hands.

As I have said, the paper was only printed in abstract, and its

value, if any, could hardly be estimated from the summary.

It seems to have pleased Dr Cornill, who, in his edition of

Ezekiel, published in 1886, had come to the conclusion that the

text of B was an extract from the Hexapla of Origen, made from

the copy at Cesarea by the omission of the portions athetized by

asterisks. He was naturally gratified at the unexpected confirma-

tion which I lent him. And this, as far as I know, is all that has

been done on the subject. If there is anything more of importance

that has appeared, on one side or on the other, it has not come under

my eyes. Now in returning recently to the question, it seemed to

me that the central point of the discussion is the decision as to

whether Codex B does or does not contain a system of chapters

which were made by Pamphilus of Cesarea or, at all events, were

found in his library; if it does, the time of the production of Codex

B is certainly so near to the age of Pamphilus that it would be

unlikely that the connection was made at Rome, for there would not

be time for the new capitulations to have circulated ; and indeed it

would hardly be likely that the chapters would have been inserted

except at Cesarea itself.

But the determination of this question requires that we should

know something more about Euthalius, who shares the chapters in
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question with Codex B. Is there any means of finding out some-

thing fresh historically with regard to this great Masorete of the

New Testament 1 For perhaps we can write a little bit of his life,

and settle the question of his connection with Cesarea. In that case

we can conduct the argument for a common origin of X and B to a

conclusion, independently of Tischendorf's judgment about the

hands in the Manuscripts. Let us see whether anything then can

be said on that point. Who was Euthalius, and when and where did

he write?

Tlie Prologues of Euthalius.

Those who are familiar with the early printed editions of the

New Testament or with its manuscript tradition will remember how
often we find the text of the Acts and Epistles accompanied by a

series of prologues and arguments, designed to assist the reader to a

right view of the documents which he is studying.

For example if we take up the Complutensian Polyglott, we

shall find prefixed to the Pauline Epistles an 'A7roSr//Ata tov ayiov

iravXov TOV airocTToXov followed by a notice by Euthalius the Deacon

TTtpt T(3v )(p6v(iiv ToC Krjpvyfj.aTO's TOV aytov TravXov, etc. and successive

arguments to all the Epistles (uTrd^tcris rij^ irpos pw/xato-us eirto-roX^s

TOV ayiov TravKov tov oLTrofTTokov and SO on) and some notices in the

shape of questions which are taken from Theodoret.

If we turn to the first edition of Erasmus we shall find attached

to each of the Epistles (i) a Greek vn-o^eo-ts (ii) a short Latin argu-

vuntum.

In the Stephen edition of 1550 the prefatory matter is more ex-

tensive; for example, there is prefixed to the Acts of the Apostles (1)

'ATToSrjfiia IlavXov Tov
'

Attoo-toXov: (2) a tract referred to Euthalius

the Deacon irepi t<Sv xpovtov tov KrjpvyixaTO'S tov ayiov ZIovAov, KoX

TTcpi T^s Sia. fiapTvpiai avTOv TeAei(ucreu)S : (3) cK^eo-is /cei^aXaicoi' t(ov

Jlpaiiwv Ttav ' kirotTToXiav containing the contents of 40 chapters into

which the Acts are divided. Similar prologues and chapter-tables

will be found prefixed to the successive epistles. All of these Greek

prefaces and prologues which we find in the three great editions

referred to are supposed to form part of the apparatus of an edition

of the Acts and Epistles brought out by an unknown father of the

name of Euthalius, at a period not later than the fifth century.
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They are a monument of the careful study bestowed on the text by

Eiithalius, whoever he was, and his predecessors, and often throw a

great deal of light on the compass and contents as well as upon the

interpretation of the later books of the New Testament. It is not

therefore surprising that critics have been anxious to know more of

these first Masoretes of the New Testament, and of Euthalius in

particular; and to determine, if possible, something about the schools

of theological learning to which they belonged.

The classical work on the subject is by Zacagni, librarian at the

Vatican, who in the year 1698 published in his Collectanea Monu-
mentorum Veterum Ecclesiae Graecae ac Latinae the complete appa-

ratus of the Euthalian edition of the Acts and Epistles, accompanied

by frequent references to manuscript authorities, and a fine preface

which dealt with the greater part of the questions that attach them-

selves to the name of Euthalius'. Zacagni's chief authority was a

Vatican MS. belonging to the Regio-Alexandrine collection, but this

was supplemented by the use of a MS. numbered 367 in the same

Library, and a third, formerly in the Cryptoferrata Monastery,

numbered 1650 by Zacagni.

Besides these he referred largely to a Codex ITrbinas (No. 3)

and to two Vatican copies numbered 363 and 1761 (the last of

which he calls Lollinianus after its former owner). From these texts

Zacagni edits what he describes, following the Regio-Alexandrine

MS., as Ev^aXiou tTrio-KOTrov SovXkijs eK^ecri? /cec^aXatW T(uv Trpd^tuiv

CTTaXetcra Trpos 'AOavdcriov iirL(TK(nrov 'AXcfavS/aeiag, which contains the

prefaces etc. belonging to the Acts and Catholic Epistles, followed by

EWaXIov liruTKOTTOV '%ovXk7)<s TTpoXoyos TrpoTacrtro/Acj/os rail' 8eKaTecr(rap(ui'

liritTToXdiv navXov tot) ayLov 'AttocttoXoi;. It is certain that Euthalius

treated the Pauline Epistles before he attempted the capitulation and

summaries of the Acts and Catholic Epistles; so it would have

perhaps been better to reverse the order in which the book was

printed. But this is not really a matter of much importance. Let

us see what is contained in Zacagni's edition ; we have as follows for

the Acts of the Apostles

:

IlpoXoyos T&v Upd^ioiv: (author's preface).

'AvaKeiftaXaidXTL^ twv avayvwimav koL Ocmv fxapTvpitov Kai o<t<dv

€KOL<rTr] TovTwv (TTLXuiv TuyxavEi : (table of 16 lections and list of

quotations from the Old and New Testaments).

i The greater part of this is reprinted in the 85th volume of Migne's Greek

Patrology.
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'AvaKe^aXaiuxri's deiav /xapTvpLiSv : (quotations in detail, numbered).

'Yirodtcns tov ySiySXcov twv Trpdieuiv ruiv 'Airoo-ToXcuv : (argument of

the Acts).

'A-iroSrjiJiCai IlaijXou : (St Paul's journeys).

"EK^eo-ts K€<^a\atW: (preface on the division of the book into

chapters).

KeipaXaia twv Ilpafeuv : (chapters in detail with summary of con-

tents, the chapters being 40 in number, followed by an explanation of

the marginal numbers which will be found in the text of the Acts in

his edition, and which relate to a different set of chapters, 36 in

number).

The whole of these prologues and prefaces are reckoned sticho-

metrically, and the text of the Acts is accompanied by a stichometry

(both total and partial, the partial stichometry being the successive

places where 50 hexameter-verses have been written by a transcriber).

Similar editorial care is bestowed on the Pauline I^istles.

The importance of all this curious work must be obvious at a

glance: the chapter-divisions described must be of great antiquity,

for they clearly need not be Euthalius' invention, and even if they

were, the system of chapters and lections developed in the fifth

century is of great interest; the lists of quotations made in the Acts

and Epistles frequently call our attention to the use of some

Apocryphal book or even of the Greek poets; and the reckoning of

the text from point to point in equivalent hexameters throws much

light on the compass of the texts current in Euthalius' day. It

becomes then interesting for us to try and determine how much of

all this work belongs to Euthalius, and how much to earlier writers

from whom he may have borrowed. And the first thing is to find

out something more about Euthalius himself. And this is not easy,

for no one seems to know anything about him beyond what he tells

us himself : no one seems to know the town Sulce of which he was

bishop; the MSS. are not even agreed that he was a bishop; the

chief MS. of Zacagni calls him so, but Cod. Vat. 367 is content with

writing 'EtWakiov ^mkovov IlpdXo-yos twv Trpdiewv, while in other MSS.

there is no name at all.

The dedication to Athanasius is supported by the occurrence of

the words a.SeX<f>€ 'A^avacne in the text of the prologue; but since it

has been held impossible to push back the date of Euthalius into the

days of Athanasius the Great, it has been assumed that the person
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meant is tlie younger Atlianasius, and so the work of Euthalius on
the Acts has been brought down later than the date 490 a.d.

This again has its difficulties, for a comparison with the portion

of the text belonging to the Pauline Epistles shews that the writer

reckons the number of years which have elapsed from the time of

Paul's martyrdom to the year 458 a.d., more than 30 years before

the time assumed for the production of the edition of the Acts.

We are, therefore, obliged to regard the latter as the work of old

age, and the former the product of his juvenile activity. Cer-

tainly there are some things which look that way, as, for instance,

when in the preface to the Acts he speaks as having written his text

of the Pauline Epistles when he was like an untrained young colt

{TrpwTOv Si; ovv eywye rrjv 'AttocttoXiki;!' fSi^Xov crTOt}^LSdv dvayvov<; le.

Kai ypai/'as, Trpia-qv SuTrefjuj/aiJ.riv irpos riva tuv iv Xpto-Tw Trarepuiv -q/jLuyv,

fieTpiui's TreTTOirjfuh'Tjv ip,oi, oia Tt9 iroJXos aySaSj/s ijf veos d/jLadrj's lprip.iqv

dSdi' Ktti drpiPrj Uvai irpocmTayp.a'o^) ; but since he goes on to say

that he had immediately followed up the Pauline edition which he

had just made, we can hardly infer that so great a time as thirty

years has elapsed between the two editions (l^ay^os tolwv, oSs €<j}r)v,

TTjv IlavXov |8t|8A.oi/ d.V€yv<iiK(as, avrcKa SiJTa, koi tiJvSe t^v T(3v aTTOtrTO-

\iK(Sv TTpa^eojv, d/j,a Trj Toiv KaBoXiKWV eTrwrToXoSv eySSo/taSi, Trovetras,

apritos o-ot Treiro/Ai^a).

Nor has any one as far as I know succeeded in dissipating the

contradictions which have been detected in Euthalius' statements.

Even in the Elenchus to the capitulation of the Acts of the Apostles,

the language of which agrees closely with that of the prologue, and

intimates the same hand as was occupied with the prologue, he calls

himself one of those who are ' young in years and in learning ' {t^/xeh

...01 veot ^ovojv re kol p.a6riij.aTw), an expression the force of which

might perhaps be evaded, but which hardly seems appropriate to an

old man.

I propose to try and determine more exactly the time and place

of Euthalius in the ecclesiastical history and to get rid of some of

the confusions to which we have drawn attention.

Let us begin by studying a little more closely the prologue to the

Acts, independently of the headlines and summaries of it which are

offered in the MSS. Let us imagine that the piece had come down

to us without a heading at all, and let us try to determine the cir-

cumstances of the production of the book from its contents.

The writer begins by telling us that those who are aspirants after
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immortality occupy themselves in. the first beatitude of the Psalmist,

to wit, the meditation day and night in the law of the Lord {totk irepi

Tov Bilov Xo'yous ifiy^ikiTqiw. vvKTiap re Kol fxe6' -qfiipav ry (r<^o)V avraiv

TiOevTai, i/ruxg); and it was their duty, in obedience to the com-

mands of their superiors, to communicate to others the fruit of their

researches. He had himself sent to one of our fathers in Christ an

edition of the Apostolic epistles, written by his own hand, in quasi-

verse or colometric writing. The design was a new one, but he was

not disposed to depreciate on that account the labours of those who

had gone before him. But since the Pauline edition was now to be

followed by another volume, he asks the pardon of the brethren for

his venturesomeness and headstrong zeal ((rvyyvdfjirjv ye TrXeto-Tijv airiov

i-TT dfjicftoLv, ToXjLiTjs o/jLov Koi TTpoTTeTettts TTjs €/A^s) and hopcs they will

indulgently correct his errors (SiopdovaOai 8e /.lot /AaXXov dSeXcjuKm

Kara cru/A7r£/Dt<^opav tovtihv to. tKacrra). Obedience to a father in

Christ had first set him to this task, love to the brethren led him to

its conclusion.

And now there follows in the prologue an address to the person

to whom the book is dedicated, which is so important for the under-

standing of it, that I must transcribe a complete sentence :

iyij) Se 8iKat(i)TOTa, Koi /x.aXa ye op6(3s (rvvrpocjiov re koX ij>Lkrjv i'7n<f>rj-

ixicraip.' dv croi, xai KaraXe^u) Tr]v einrpocrrjyopov, tt^v Trdw (j)ep<ownov, nji/

Tcuv 6eLiov Xoytojv ejU.<^iXocro<^ov <^iy/it /xcXenjv, v<j> yv yeyiovio's (1. yeyovtos:)

<j>iX6xpi-<^'''^, '"''' €icra)y€ toi twv Biktvihv aiiTrj'; v!rdp\<iiv, Koi Tijv ipdcr/Jt-iov

avrrjs irpoatjyopLav eyKaTaTrpayfx.aTevop.ivo'S, crv)(yaL'S re del Koi a/cot/i'^-

Tois yvp.vao'iai'; dKovo/xevos (1. acr/covytievos) ev6aXe(TTdTt)v KaTe<TTq(Ta.<;.

The sense of which passage is as follows, after some obvious

correction.s have been made :

" With great justice and accuracy I might assign her to thee as

thy foster-sister and darling, and I will describe her as the fairly-

entitled, the appropriately-named', the one skilled in the knowledge

of the divine oracles, her, I mean. Mistress Study (p.e\en]), under

whose power thou hast come, and verily she hath thee in the net

;

while thou, busied in the acquisition of so delightful an appellation,

and trained ever in persistent and sleepless discipline, hast rendered

her flourishing indeed."

The key-word to the understanding of this passage is the word
p-ekeT-rj. If we had any doubt on the point the sentences which
succeed would settle the question ; for the writer goes on to remark

• Or possibly : the very namesake.
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that even the poets had sung her praises, and quotes the expression

of Hesiod',

MeXcTi; Se toi cpyoi/ di^eXXet,

and had not David himself indicated the blessedness of the man
who meditates in the law of the Lord day and night (os hi vo/J-to

KvpLov /ieXenjo-ei /jfnepa's koI vvktos) ? We observe that this passage

has ah-eady been quoted at the beginning of the prologue, so that it

was the text of his discourse, and, as we shall see presently, involves

in itself the secret of his literary venture. After speaking of the

praises of fieXirrj by David, he goes on to remark that it is the will of

God that we should continually busy ourselves with this fieXi-rr] (ovt<os

aVTTVov re koX dtSiov Trpos rqv fj.eX.iTr]v ravTiqv ^X^"' "ni^"-^
'''^'' S'<i^£0'"' o

®eos ;8ou\cTai); for David has said in another place, 'The meditation

(jxiXiT-q) of my heart is continually before Thee, O Lord, my Helper

and my Redeemer.' The prize is therefore for those who are occu-

pied in the meditation of heavenly things.

Now it is clear from this that the writer is playing with the

word fjieXirq ; and he has personified her and made her into a fair

bride for the good father to whom he writes. But why should he

say of her that she is his foster-sister, ay ! and his namesake 1 Does

he mean that Athanasius to whom he writes will attain immortality

by the study of the Divine Oracles t At first sight there is some-

thing attractive in the supposition, for the prologue opens with the

statement that those who are enamoured of immortality will set

before them as a mark the study of divine things. But it is doubtful

whether on this hypothesis the writer could have desciibed fjieXerrj as

T7;v irdvv (fiepuivvixov, or as crvvrpotfiov to Athanasius.

We may obtain some light on the question by remarking another

passage, in which the writer has used the same expression Trdw

(j>epwvv/j.ov. At the close of the arguments of the Pauline Epistles

the writer adds a note^ on the chronology of the Acts and St Paul's

Preaching; he takes his information from the Chronicon of Eusebius,

and says that soon after the Ascension the Apostles appointed to the

diaconate the appro])riately named Stephen. Zacagni edits

Tov avTO<f>ep<jiwiJ.ov ^Tetjiavov,

but notes that one of his MSS. reads Trdw <^epuswp.ov : and since we

1 The MSS. read (i0eXef, which ii<pi\ei.av.

agrees with the writer's explanation, ^ Zacagni, p. 529.

H. 6
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see, a few lines lower down in the text, an unnecessary and suspi-

cious word Travu, we may conclude that it is a misplaced correction

which should have been entered a little higher up in the text. So we

read Trdw KJyepw/vfjMV : and the writer clearly means that Stephen was

rightly named on account of his crown of martyrdom.

It is reasonable then to assume that in the previous pas.'^age he

is playing on the word /xeXcriy.

But this can hardly be the case unless the discourse were ad-

dressed not to Athanasius, but to some one of the name of Meletius.

Make this supposition and all is clear : Melete (Study) is your

foster-sister, bride, and namesake; caught in her toils, you, Meletius,

have made her renowned.

Nor need we be surprised at this play on words : for the writer

has a habit of drawing parallels from language, and sometimes does

it very viciously. To take an instance, he explains the reason for

the change of name of the Apostle from Saul to Paul on the ground

that formerly he disturbed {ItraXevt) the Church, and afterwards he

ceased from his wicked persecutions (TreTraurai).

We conclude, then, that the prologues were in the first instance

addressed to a father of the name of Meletius, who may reasonably

be concluded to be the person who set the enterprise in motion, at all

events as far as regards the Acts. The name of Athanasius is a

substitute for this and must be removed. A later hand has gone

over the prologues, and written Athanasius for Meletius, but without

seeing that he had left in the text the play upon Meletius' name.

But, if this be the right interpretation, and the work was ad-

dressed to Meletius ; we may go further and say that the writer was

named Euthalius, for he has played on his own name in the same

passage in which he yoked together Melete and Meletius: by his

assiduous labours in the study of divine oracles, says he, Meletius had

made Melete most flourishing (ci^aXeo-Tarryv). The proper heading

of the book is therefore Ev^aXiov Trpos MeXenov. We may remark

that the consciousness of the meaning of his own name is with the

writer in other parts of his prologues. At the close of the prologue

to the Acts he speaks of the fruitful preaching of Paul (Krjpvyfj.aTo's

tvdaXov's), and in the history of Paul at the beginning of the ap-

paratus for the study of the Pauline epistles he uses the same ex-

pression (<i)s yap cTSc TO Kripvyiw. SiaXd/Ai/fai/, koI tov Tr]<; aXrjOtCa's evOakrj

Xoyov liTLKpaTea-Tepov ktc). These may be accidental coincidences,

but, at all events, in the passage whei'e he plays with the name of
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McXcTj; we are entitled to assume that he also played on his own
name.

But why, it will be asked, should the name of Meletius be erased?
The answer is that there never was a Meletius, worth mentioning,
who was not a schismatic. Severance is the badge of all their tribe.

The fourth and fifth centuries contain at least three famous Meletii
who were excommunicated in the interests of order and unity. The
first was the author of the Meletian schism in Egypt, which was one
of the matters set in order by the first council of Nicaea: the second
was Meletius of Antioch, who was the author of the great schism
that rent the Eastern Church in the fourth century : the third was
Meletius of Mopsuestia, the disciple and successor of the great

Theodore, who underwent the sentence of banishment because he
refused to condemn the doctrines of his master, and join in the

anathema on Nestorius. It becomes an interesting question to

determine whether either of these three is the person addressed by
the author of the prologues. Either one of them would be likely to

have his name erased from the books current in the Church; the two
first were famous in the history of disorder; the third would perhaps

have been condemned on an editorial revision of his work for the

name which he had in common with them, even if he had not been

himself under the ban of the Church in his later years. So we have

three good candidates for the honour of being the patron of

Euthalius.

Meanwliile, be it observed, in getting rid of Athanasius, we
have already simplified the chronology of the work. We have no

longer any need to bring the younger Athanasius on the scene, nor

to depress the date of the prologue of the Acts to a.d. 490 ; Atha-

nasius is simply the orthodox name substituted for the unorthodox

one, and carries no chronology with it. We may, therefore, regard

the Acts as having been edited immediately subsequent to the

Pauline Epistles, and the apparent difliculty between Euthalius the

young, and Euthalius grown older, has disappeared. If, for instance,

it should appear that the Pauline epistles according to the Euthalian

recension were written in a.d. 458, then the Acts must have been

published soon after; and in any case, whatever date we assign to

the one, the date of the other is on Euthalius' statement almost im-

mediately successive.

And now let us proceed to examine the chronological dates more

closely. These dates are found in the edition of the Pauline epistles
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in a short notice concerning the Martyrdom of St Paul, which runs

as follows:

'Eiri Nepuvos tov Kaicrapoi 'Vutfiaimv ifxaprvprjo'ev avToOi IlaijXos o

'AttocttoXos $L<j>ei ttjv K€<j>a\rjv ixTroTjiiiy^eis, iv tw TptaKocrTu koX cktio erei

TOV (TtoTqpicru TrdOovi tov KaX.6v dywva ayconcrajnevos iv Pto/xj; Tre/iTTTi;

qjxipa. Kara Svpo/naKeSovas Uave/jLov ^ijvos i7Tts AeyoiTO av irap Atywmots

eTTW^t c', Trapa Si 'Piojiiatois i; Trpo Tpiwv KoXavhav 'IovA.tu)v, Ka6' Tjf

€T€Xem)6?; 6 aytos 'AiroorToXos t<3 xar airoi/ fxaprvpiw, efjyKOtrTcp Kai

£WaT(i) €T£t TTj; ToB (TWTrjpo's fjp.uiv 'Iiycrov XptuToC TrapOVO'MS. Eo"Ttv

ouv o 7ra5 T^povos c^ ov lii.apr6prqcr€ TpiaKoaia TpiaKOVTa err) /^e^t ttj<s

Trapovcrijs TaijTr/s vwaTua'; Terapri^s |U.ev 'Ap/caStov TpiT-qs 8e 'Ovmpiov

Twv 8'vo (ISeX^ojv AvTOKpaTopiav AvyovaTwv, ewarijs tvSiKTttovos t^S

n-ei/TCKaiScKaeTiyptK^s •TrtpidSoi;, jx-qvoi '\ovvlov, ilKoaTrj ivvaTr) rj/jiipq,.

'Eo-ryjaetaxTa/iiyv aKpiyScos tov xpovov tov fiapTvpiov TiavXov 'AiroaTo-

Xov Koi ctTTO r^s viraTias TcrapTijs /a€1/ 'Ap/caStov, rpin^s 8e 'Ovcoptov

P'ixpi TTj^ Trapovarj's TavTTj'S VTrarias, TrpwTijs AeovTos AvyowTou, tvSiK-

Ttiovos SwSc/caTijs eiTKJii £ , AiOKXcTtavoD po8 , Iti; ^-y' cos eivai to. iravTa

aTTO T^s ToC 2(DT7pos 7;/i(ui' Trapovcrtas p.eXPt tou TrpoKU/xevcfv erov; erq

TiTpa.K6(Tia k^KOvra 8vo.

It has been generally held that the occurrence of the supple-

mentary reckoning, bringing the years from St Paul's Martyrdom from

396 A.D. to 458 A.D., is to be interpreted so that we understand the

former reckoning to be in the papers upon which Euthalius worked,

and the latter to be his own addition. Zaoagni accordingly says that

the first part of the account is due to the anonymous earlier father

who had before Euthalius divided the Pauline epistles into chapters

;

and that it is on this account that in his Codex XJrbinas the first

part of the section on the martyrdom is given, but not the prefixed

Euthalian prologue.

Now, without going any further into the minuter details of the

chronology, we can see clearly that the Meletius addressed is not

Meletius of Lycopolis, who was deposed in 306, and whose case came

before the first council of Nicaea. He is at any i-ate far too early.

Nor will Meletius the second, the author of the great schism at

Antiooh, serve our purpose any better. This Meletius came to

Antioch in 361, and in consequence of a certain defence which he

made of the Nicene formula, a schism arose in the Church, the

Arians apparently rejecting Meletius on account of his Nicene

orthodoxy, while the Catholic party disowned him as one who had
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received Arian ordination. Meletius became the focus of the dis-

integrating forces that were at work in that unhappy Church. In

the year 381 Meletius was called to preside over the council of

Constantinople, and died during the session. This is hardly com-

patible with the date 396 which we find in the Euthalian prefaces.

Accordingly we are driven to the third Meletius; viz. Meletius of

Mopsuestia, the pupil and successor of the illustrious Theodore.

All the chronological difficulties are removed by this supposition
;

Theodore of Mopsuestia ended his laborious and learned life about

the year 428; Meletius, his successor, was exiled shortly after the

deposition of Nestorius in 431, probably to Meletene in Cappadocia

(though this again may have been suggested by his own name

;

Nestorius was certainly removed to Egypt). There is then nothing

impossible in the dedication by Euthalius of his work on the Acts

and Epistles to Meletius of Mopsuestia in the year 458, or perhaps

earlier.

Now if this hypothesis be correct, we can readily identify the

anonymous father mentioned in Euthalius' work. He tells us in his

prologue to the Pauline Epistles that he gives the argument of the

chapters which had been wrought out by one of the wisest of our

fathers (kv rots e^s irpora^Ojiiev Tr\v tuSv K6<^aA.atu)v Ik^cctiv, kvi tcov

(rocj>uiTd.Tu>v TiVL, /cat <f>iXoy^!.(TTia irarepav ly/u.oij' irarefxav). Who is the

father of whom Euthalius speaks? To my delight I find that the

suggestion comes from two quarters (or rather the suggestion from

one quarter and the confirmation from another) that the person in

question is Theodore.

If you will turn to Mill's prolegomena to the New Testament

(a mine of unexhausted learning which is too much neglected by

many of us) you will find a reference to the question of the Pauline

prefaces and capitulations'. Mill asks, after noting that the writer

seems to be rather a Syrian than an Asiatic, " Quidni vero is fuerit

Theodoras Mopsuestenus ? Certe mire conspirant omnia in hanc

sententiam. Erat Theodorus genere Syrus, Eoclesiae Antiochenae

Presbyter. Erat et ante annum modo dictum ccoxcvi Mopsuestiae

in Cilicia Episoopus. Erat etiam insigniter eruditus ; et quidem

inter alia scripserat in has ipsas D. Pauli Epistolas Commentaria.

Neque certe parum huic opinioni favet, quod Euthalius retiouerit

eximii hujus Episcopi nomen: exosum quippe, et in Synodo Con-

1 p. Ixxxvi in the Oxford edition of Mill.
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stantinopolitana damnatum; ut proinde haud commodiim fuerit

ipsum expresse nominasse."

We naturally turn to Dr Swete's edition of Theodore's Com-

mentary on the Pauline epistles to see what light is thrown on the

question by the recovery of the lost work of which Mill speaks : and

we find' the following remarks :

" This theory [of Mill] receives some support from the facts now

brought to light by the recovery of the Latin Theodore. (1) At

1 Thess. V. 1, where the 6th Euthalian chapter of that Epistle begins,

Theodore has the remark, " alterum hie incipit capitulum." (2)

Though I have not noticed any other clear instance of this use of the

word capitulum, there is a very general coincidence between the be-

ginnings of the Euthalian chapters and the successive steps which

Theodore seems to take in unfolding the arguments of the several

Epistles. (3) Both the uTro^ecrcts and the headings of the Ki<l)aXaLa

occasionally accord in a striking way with Theodore's judgments or

modes of expression; e.g. the hypotheses to Ephesians and Colossians

both begin Tavrrjv cn-tcrreXXei wtto 'Pwfirj^, ovirui /j.iv ecupaxcos avTov'S,

d/covo-as 8c Trepl avTiSv; and the third chapter of the latter Epistle is

headed Trcpi tijs iv XpicmS [KTiirews /cat] avaKTicrtuis t^s Kara (rvva.<j>eiav

®€ov, where, if we omit the bracketed words, the remainder will

exactly represent the drift of Theodore's singular exposition. Now
the original work upon which Euthalius drew appears to have been

executed a.d. 396. If it proceeded from Theodore's pen, may we not

reasonably see in it his first step in preparation for carrying out the

great project of commenting upon St Paul?

"

As I have said, it was a delight to me to find that my little

investigation led to results in harmony with the speculations of

Mill and Swete. And I shall assume, therefore, that the basis of

Euthalius' work, at all events in the Pauline epistles, is to be sought

amongst the lost works of Theodore.

I might now go a step further and point out that there is another

anonymous father in the story : in the prologue to the Acts, Euthalius

tells us that his edition of the Pauline epistles, upon which he had

laboured to the best of his ability, had been sent to a certain one of

our fathers in Christ {irpiiriv SieTreij.ifrdfji.rjv tt/dos tivo. twv iv Xpto-To!

traTepwv ly/Atoi/); On turning to the Pauline prologue, we find the person

in question addressed anonymously as ndrep rt/iworaTe. One can

1 Swete, Theodxire of Mopsiiestia, p. Ixi,
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hardly help wondering whether this may not have been Nestorius.

The date of his death is, I believe, uncertain; being placed somewhat

later than 439. It would be interesting if Euthalius should turn out

to have written a book in which he borrowed materials from one

famous heretic, Theodore, and dedicated the two parts of the treatise

in succession to two other famous men, Nestorius and Meletius, who
were under the ban of the Church. The thing is by no means impos-

sible ; but in the absence of more exact knowledge concerning the

date of Nestorius' death, it is wise not to speak too positively. The

fact that the dedication changes from the unknown father to Mele-

tius would seem to imply that the former died between the two

editions.

But, it will be said, what has all this to do with Codex B ?

Well, we are coming to that point.

You will remember that the observed fact which we work from

is that Codex B and Euthalius have a common division of 40 chapters

in the Acts.

Now it is extremely unlikely that Cod. B has taken any system

of chapters invented by Theodore, for the date of B is probably

superior to that father '-

Moreover, B does not seem to have the Theodore chapters in the

Pauline epistles; we are therefore driven to seek* for another source

for the Euthalian materials. And it is in the following direction

that we shall expect to find the capitulations which B and Euthalius

have in common.

The other source from which Euthalius draws his material was

the Cesarean library. I prove this as follows :

(i) The edition of the Acts and Catholic Epistles according

to Euthalius ends with the statement that " the book of the Acts

and Catholic Epistles was collated with the exact copies preserved

at Cesarea in the library of Eusebius Pamphilus."

(ii) The edition of the Pauline Epistles, according to Za-

cagni, does not shew any such reference to Cesarea ; but we can

shew as follows that such must have existed.

1 It is not to be supposed that Egyptian priest Abul-barakat says of

Theodore did no work on the Acts; Theodore "Theodorus commentator

perhaps he did ; the reference which Syrorumque doctor habet expositio-

Swete (p. x) quotes from Assemani is nem quarundam epistolarum Pauli et

suggestive ; it is to the effect that the actuum apostolorum,"
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If you will take the trouble to look at the MS. which is known

as H '""'', you will find the following curious subscription at the end

of the Epistle to Titus.

eypaij/a Koi iiiOi/xyjv Kara, Syva/j-iv crreix^Opov (sic !) ToSe to reirj^os

TravXov tov d-Troa-ToXov Trpos iyypa.fX.fJi.ov (1. f.iypafi.fi.ov) koi evKara-

Xr]fJ.TrTOv dvayvtaiTiV tuJv Kad' qfx.d's d.8e\(j>iSv. irapSiv (sic) diravTiav

roX.firj's crvyyvdfJirfv airS' ivxV ''"^ ^""^P e/i(uv (1. ij/icov) tyjv (7vvmpi<j>opav

KOfi.iljofx,€vo^' d.vT£J3\rj6r] 8e rj /3t'^A.o? irpos to iv Katcrapta avTiypa^ov TrJ9

jStySXto^ijKTjs TOV dyiov UafifjiiXov X^V yeypafjifiivov avTOv.

If you compare this with the prologue of Euthalins to the Acts

you will be at once struck with the coincidence in the language,

which shows conclusively that Cod. H is a Euthalian text, not far

removed from the archetype : e.g. compare the sentence

arvyy(i}fi.r]v ye TrXeiaTijv aircuv eir afX.(^oZv ToXfj.-q% Ofiov koX TrpoTre-

TEi'as T^s if-yj'S, avravres t6 cikotms Kotvfj, KadiKeTevoiv aSeXc^oiJS re /cat

Trarepas )U.et' aya-Trrj's avTats ivTvy)(dveLv, t(Sv te ifjLwv dfJi,apTqimTtiiv T£

Koi a'<j>aXfj.aTuiv T<av i^ aTretptas dfwqfxov(.vuv, SwpOovaOai. 8e p.oi juaWov

aSeXi^iKcus Kara avfUTrepiijiopdv tovtoiv ra eKao"Ta.

It appears then that Cod. H i"™', which is a Euthalian text, almost

of the same age as Euthalius, claims, in a sentence which seems to

be derived from Euthalius, to have been derived in part from the

Cesarean library.

But (iii) there is direct evidence that Euthalius employed the

materials of Pamphilus.

If you will turn to the description which Montfaucon gives of the

Codex Coislinianus 25, you will see that the Euthalian chapters in

the Acts are expressly described as

eK^etrts K60aXata)v Tuiv -n-pd^etov TOv TlafjL<f)LXov.

Now here we have important evidence ; if the chapters are really

due to Pamphilus, as Montfaucon thought, and there is much to be

said for the supposition, then Euthalius took them from Pamphilus

;

if they are wrongly ascribed, they at least shew that Euthalius was
believed to have had literary relations with that father : and takin^

this with the two other suggestions of the use of Cesarean matter,

the case for connecting Euthalius with the Cesarean library becomes
very strong.

Now the supplementary list of chapters (that which B and Eu-
thalius have in common) was evidently not taken out of a tract or
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book ; for Euthalius merely says you will find the numbers marked
in the margin. They must therefore have come from the MSS.
which Euthalius worked upon ; but it has been shewn that the tra-

dition is in favour of assigning the most important of these MSS. to

Cesarea. We say then that Codex B and Euthalius agree in having

a common Cesarean chapter-division in the Acts.

If the first division of the Acts be rightly assigned to Pamphilus,

the supplementary division must be referred, at all events, to the

same library.

We have now thrown Codex B and Euthalius very close together.

The argument is not a decisive one, for there are other possibilities.

The chapters in question might be older than Pamphilus ; they

might be, say, Origen's. In that case B would have more room to

walk about ; but if they are Pamphilus' chapters, B must keep very

close to Cesarea.

Moreover we remember that X, which has so many links with B,

has also in its pages the evidence of having been corrected in the

seventh century from a Cesarean copy, corrected by Pamphilus' own

hand. It is not unreasonable to suppose that all this internal nexus

between X and B, X S'Hd Cesarea, B and Euthalius, and Euthalius

and Cesarea, is explicable by the supposition of a common home

and common workshop at the other end of the Mediterranean '.

1 It is curious that Euthalius does 1521) describes Meletius of Antioch as

not seem to have been the only person follows

:

who made puns on the name of Mele- rbv ovd ' owep k^/cXijto, Kal KaXoii/j-evov

tius. Gregory of Nazianzus (Carm. xi, 8 rjv MAitos yap Kal rpiTros Kal ToUyo/ia.

H.
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